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ABSTRACT
Differential privacy is a promising approach to formalizing
privacy—that is, for writing down what privacy means as a
mathematical equation. This book is provides overview of
differential privacy techniques for answering database-style
queries. Within this area, we describe useful algorithms and
their applications, and systems and tools that implement
them.
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1
Introduction

Differential privacy is a promising approach to formalizing privacy—that
is, for writing down what privacy means as a mathematical equation.
The definition of differential privacy acts as a bridge between societal
notions of privacy and the mathematical properties of privacy-preserving
algorithms—we can prove that a specific algorithm satisfies differential
privacy, and then argue separately that the definition is a “good” approximation of society’s informal notions of privacy. Differential privacy
has been successful because it seems to serve particularly well in this
role—it is the best mathematical model of privacy that we know of.
This book is intended to serve as an overview of the state-of-theart in techniques for differential privacy. We focus in particular on
techniques for answering database-style queries, on useful algorithms
and their applications, and on systems and tools that implement them.
While we do describe the formal properties of the techniques we cover,
our focus is not on theoretical results.
What is privacy? In this book, we use the term privacy to refer to
situations in which an adversary is not able to learn too much about
any one individual. When the adversary learns too much about an
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individual, we say that privacy has been lost. One trivial solution for
privacy is to prevent the adversary from learning anything—but this
approach makes it pointless to collect and analyze data in the first
place.
The techniques we explore in this book are ones that allow the
adversary to learn properties of the population while hiding information
specific to individuals. Such techniques allow us to learn useful information from sensitive data, while at the same time protecting the privacy
of the individuals who contributed it.
What is privacy not? Privacy properties are often conflated with
security properties. Though they are related, they are distinct in important ways. Common security properties include confidentiality (that
an adversary learns nothing about the secret data) and integrity (that
an adversary is not capable of corrupting the system’s output).
Privacy-preserving algorithms do not necessarily satisfy either of
these properties. Differentially private algorithms intentionally reveal
some information to the adversary; the goal of differential privacy is to
control what can be learned from that information.
Similarly, techniques for enforcing security properties do not necessarily ensure privacy. In particular, most techniques for security control
who can view the data—not what information they can learn from
it. Encrypting a dataset, for example, provides “all-or-nothing” access
to its information—those without the key learn nothing, while those
with the key learn everything, including information specific to individuals. Encryption, by itself, is not capable of making the distinction
described above between properties of the population and properties of
individuals.
However, security techniques can complement privacy techniques
in important ways. In particular, such techniques allow us to target
alternative threat models for differentially private algorithms. For example, many systems for differential privacy collect raw sensitive data
on a central server, and assume the server will not be compromised.
If the server is hacked, however, then the guarantee of differential privacy may be violated. Encrypting this data may help ensure that only
differentially private results are ever made public—even if the server
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holding the data is compromised. Complementing differential privacy
thus allows us to adjust the threat model to protect against a stronger
adversary than before. We discuss combining differential privacy with
security techniques in Chapter 9.
Why differential privacy? Differential privacy is the latest in a series
of approaches for building privacy-preserving algorithms. The most
common technique for releasing data while preserving privacy is deidentification (sometimes called anonymization), which involves removing identifying information from the data. De-identification appeals
to our intuitions about privacy, but numerous results suggest that reidentification attacks on de-identified data are often possible (Sweeney,
2000; Dinur and Nissim, 2003).
More rigorous techniques, like k-Anonymity (Sweeney, 2002) and
ℓ-Diversity (Machanavajjhala et al., 2007), were developed to address
this shortcoming by quantifying the “uniqueness” of an individual
within a dataset. However, even these techniques are not compositional—
releasing a single k-Anonymized dataset might provide strong privacy
protection, but releasing two such datasets may enable an adversary to
re-identify individuals in the data.
Differential privacy is attractive because in addition to closely approximating our informal notions of privacy, it is compositional. Compositionality means that if two data releases individually provide certain
levels of differential privacy, then we can bound the cumulative privacy
loss of both releases. Differential privacy is the first rigorous approach
to privacy with this important property.
What does differential privacy protect? The goal of differential privacy is to make the following promise: if you participate in a differentially
private analysis of data, you will not suffer any additional harm as
a result. Roughly speaking, the mathematical definition of differential
privacy achieves this goal by requiring that the outcome of any differentially private analysis is the same whether or not you participate (this
notion is formalized in Chapter 2).
Importantly, this guarantee does not necessarily prevent an adversary
from learning details about an individual—particularly when those
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details could have been learned without the individual’s participation
in the analysis. For example, if a differentially private study concludes
that all people over age 50 enjoy playing tennis, then an adversary may
infer that a specific 52-year-old enjoys the sport. Differential privacy
does not prevent this situation, because it is possible whether or not
the specific 52-year-old participates in the study.
What are the limits of differential privacy? A clear tension tension
exists between revealing information about a dataset and protecting
the privacy of its individuals—revealing too many properties of the
data with too much accuracy must necessarily violate privacy. This
idea—now often called the database reconstruction theorem—imposes
upper bounds on what it is possible to learn before privacy is violated
(Dinur and Nissim, 2003). Navigating this tension is a key part of
designing differentially private algorithms, which typically have the
goal of releasing the most accurate possible statistics while preserving
privacy.
Why use differential privacy in database systems? Today’s information systems collect and process vast amounts of data, and the majority
of it flows into databases (relational or otherwise). These database systems are specifically designed to collect, store, and query data, and have
been optimized for that task. If we would like to enable an analysis of
sensitive data with differential privacy, it is logical to develop techniques
that work for database systems, because that’s where the private data
is.
However, integrating differentially private techniques with database
systems presents significant challenges—many of which are discussed
later in this book. In particular, a primary goal of most database systems
is to abstract away execution details, so that analysts may focus on
the semantics of the queries they write instead of worrying about how
they will be executed. But satisfying differential privacy requires careful
control over the details of how a query is executed, which sometimes
breaks this abstraction.
The techniques covered in this book represent significant progress
towards building differentially private database systems. They differ in
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terms of their capabilities and the interfaces they present to the analyst,
and none matches perfectly with the traditional abstractions used in
relational databases. Indeed, significant challenges remain in achieving
that goal—we discuss these in Chapter 10—and we may never get all
the way there. On the other hand, the approaches described in this book
have already resulted in useful, deployable systems, and we hope they
will pave the way towards increasing adoption of differential privacy in
practice.
Summary & Additional resources. This book focuses on techniques,
algorithms, and systems for answering database-style queries with differential privacy. This area is just one part of the larger field of research in
differential privacy. For an introduction to the theoretical foundations
of differential privacy, we refer the reader to the excellent reference by
Dwork & Roth (Dwork, Roth, et al., 2014). We provide additional references to more detailed descriptions of smaller sub-areas of differential
privacy throughout this book.
The rest of the book is organized into three parts. The first part defines our setting and provides background: Chapter 2 describes the basics
of differential privacy, and Chapter 3 describes databases and queries.
Section 3.6 summarizes the specific techniques covered in the book. The
second part—Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7—describes specific techniques,
categorized by application area. The third part describes progress and
challenges in building differentially-private systems: Chapter 8 describes
frameworks for building such systems, Chapter 9 describes the use
of security techniques to support privacy, and Chapter 10 discusses
implementation issues and open challenges.

2
Basics of Differential Privacy

2.1

Definition & Properties

Differential privacy (Dwork, 2006; Dwork et al., 2006b) is a property of
a mechanism M, a randomized algorithm whose input is a database of
records. It is written in terms of two neighboring databases, which are
databases that differ in exactly one individual’s data (more on databases
and the distance between them in Section 2.2).
Definition 2.1 (Differential Privacy). Let ϵ, δ be positive real number
and M be a randomized algorithm that takes a database as input.
The algorithm M is said to provide (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy if, for
all datasets D1 and D2 that differ on a single element, and all S ⊆
Range(M),
Pr[M(D1 ) ∈ S] ≤ eϵ Pr[M(D2 ) ∈ S] + δ,

(2.1)

where the probability is taken over the randomness used by the algorithm.
If δ = 0, we say that M is ϵ-differentially private. The values of δ
are typically set less than the inverse of any polynomial in the size of
the database.
115
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Differential privacy is immune to post-processing: A data analyst,
without additional knowledge about the private database, cannot compute a function of the output of a private algorithm M and make it
less differentially private.
Proposition 2.1. Let M be a randomized algorithm that satisfies (ϵ, δ)differential privacy. Let f be an arbitrary data-independent function f
which takes the output of M as input. Then the composed algorithm
f ◦ M is (ϵ, δ)-differentially private.
Differential privacy can be directly extended to group privacy to
protect the privacy of a group, for example, a family in a survey.
Theorem 2.1. Any (ϵ, 0)-differentially private mechanism M is (kϵ, 0)differentially private for groups of size k.
This property also holds for (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy, except the
approximation term δ has a big amplification factor ke(k−1)ϵ instead of
k, for a group of size k.
2.2

Databases & Distance Metrics

In the differential privacy literature, a database D ∈ D is typically a
single table of records (or tuples) drawn from some universe X (Dwork,
Roth, et al., 2014). Multi-relational databases are less common, though
differential privacy has also been studied in this case (see Chapter 7).
Databases can be represented using a multiset of records (or “bag of
records”), but the differential privacy literature often considers other representations for convenience. Two common examples are the histogram
representation and the vector representation, described below.
Differential privacy is designed around the concept of neighboring
databases—databases which differ on the data of a single individual.
The definition requires a mechanism to produce similar outcomes for
neighboring database inputs, making it impossible to determine whether
any particular individual participated or not.
In the most common definition of neighboring databases, we assume
that each individual contributes exactly one row to the database—so

2.2. Databases & Distance Metrics
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neighboring databases differ in one row. This definition has been generalized in the literature based on a distance metric d over the database
domain (Chatzikokolakis et al., 2013; Kifer and Machanavajjhala, 2014;
He et al., 2014). Here we present two key differential privacy notions
that are formed by different distance metrics. Two databases D1 and
D2 are considered neighbors under a distance metric d if d(D1 , D2 ) = 1,
and the set of neighboring databases given the database domain D is
denoted by Nd (D). Note that this set Nd (D) does not only include pairs
of neighbors formed with the true instance D, but all possible databases
in the domain D.
Unbounded differential privacy. In unbounded differential privacy,
neighboring databases are formed by adding or removing a tuple
in the database. Under this definition, neighboring databases differ
in their size. Work in this setting often models the database as a
histogram h(D) ∈ N|X | , in which each entry h(D)[j] represents the
number of elements in the database D of type j ∈ X . In the histogram
representation, the distance between two databases D1 and D2 is defined
to be the l1 distance between them, i.e., dunbounded (D1 , D2 ) = ∥h(D1 ) −
h(D2 )∥1 .
Bounded differential privacy. In bounded differential privacy, neighboring databases are formed by changing the value of exactly one
tuple. In this setting, both datasets have a fixed size n (i.e. neighboring
databases are of the same size). Work in this setting often models the
database as a vector D ∈ X n , in which D[i] represents the data contributed by user i. The distance between two databases D1 , D2 ∈ X n is
d(D1 , D2 ) = |{i | D1 [i] ̸= D2 [i]}|.
Choosing a Distance Metric. The choice of a distance metric for
databases is an extremely important—and often overlooked—part of
the differential privacy guarantee. Different choices for the metric can
change the guarantee completely. For example, unbounded differential
privacy implies bounded differential privacy, but the reverse does not
hold. If the chosen distance metric does not accurately model the
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presence or absence of an individual in the database, then even a correct
differentially private mechanism may fail to protect the privacy of an
individual in the real world. This issue is even more challenging in the
multi-relational setting, where the presence or absence of an individual
may affect many records in the database (see Chapter 7 for more).
2.3
2.3.1

Basic Mechanisms
Randomized Response

Randomized response (Warner, 1965; Dwork, Roth, et al., 2014) is a simple mechanism developed in the social sciences to approximate frequency
of embarrassing or illegal behaviors. This mechanism is shown differentially private. For example, given a question “do you have property
P?”, the respondent will respond truthfully with probability p. Hence,
there is a probability (1 − p) to get a false response. The randomized
p
response mechanism satisfies ϵ-differential privacy, where ϵ = | ln( 1−p
)|.
Variants of randomized response have been developed to infer answers
to aggregate queries (Erlingsson et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019).
2.3.2

The Laplace Mechanism

Consider numeric queries f : D → Rk that map databases to k real
numbers. The Laplace mechanism adds noise to the query answer. An
important parameter that determines the amount of noise to ensure
differential privacy is the l1 -sensitivity of the query (Dwork, 2006; Dwork
et al., 2006b).
Definition 2.2 (l1 -sensitivity). The l1 -sensitivity of a function f : D →
Rk is
∆1 f =
max
∥f (D1 ) − f (D2 )∥1 .
(2.2)
(D1 ,D2 )∈Nd (D)

This parameter of query measures the largest possible change to the
query answer between any pairs of neighboring databases.
Theorem 2.2 (The Laplace Mechanism). Given a numeric query f :
D → Rk , the Laplace mechanism adds to the query answer f (D) with

2.4. Composition
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a vector (η1 , · · · , ηk ), where ηi are i.i.d. random variables drawn from
the Laplace distribution centred at 0 with scale b = ∆1 f /ϵ, denoted by
Lap(b). The Laplace mechanism preserves (ϵ, 0)-differential privacy.
2.3.3

The Gaussian Mechanism

When allowing δ > 0 for differential privacy, Gaussian mechanism
(Dwork et al., 2006a; Dwork, Roth, et al., 2014) can be applied.
Definition 2.3 (l2 -sensitivity). The l2 -sensitivity of a function f : D →
Rk is
∆2 f =
max
∥f (D1 ) − f (D2 )∥2 .
(2.3)
(D1 ,D2 )∈Nd (D)

Theorem 2.3 (The Gaussian Mechanism). Given a numeric query f :
D → Rk , let ϵ ∈ (0, 1). For c2 > 2 ln(1.25/δ), the Gaussian mechanism
adds to the query answer f (D) with a vector (η1 , · · · , ηk ), where ηi are
i.i.d. random variables drawn from N (0, σ 2 ), where σ > c∆2 f /ϵ. The
Gaussian mechanism preserves (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy.
2.3.4

The Exponential mechanism

Given some arbitrary range R, the exponential mechanism (McSherry
and Talwar, 2007) is defined with respect to some utility function
u : D × R → R, which maps database and output pairs to utility scores.
For a fixed database D, a better output from R should have a larger
score. The sensitivity of the utility score is defined as
∆u = max

max

r∈R (D1 ,D2 )∈Nd (D)

|u(D1 , r) − u(D2 , r)|.

(2.4)

Theorem 2.4 (The Exponential Mechanism). The exponential mechanism
takes in the database D ∈ D and score function u : D × R → R, and
outputs an element r ∈ R with probability proportional to exp( ϵu(r,D)
2∆u ).
This mechanism satisfies (ϵ, 0)-differential privacy.
2.4

Composition

Differential privacy is compositional—that is, running a differentially private mechanism twice also satisfies differential privacy, but at increased
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privacy cost. The compositionality of differential privacy separates it
from a number of other privacy notions, including de-identification and
k-anonymity. In both of those cases, two separate releases of data may
individually satisfy the desired property, but may violate the property
when taken together. Two differentially private releases of data, in
contrast, may result in increased privacy cost, but will always satisfy
differential privacy for some value of ϵ.
2.4.1

Sequential Composition

The sequential composition property of differential privacy (Dwork,
2006) says that the privacy cost of running two differentially private
mechanisms on the same input data is simply the sum of their individual
privacy costs.
Theorem 2.5 (Sequential Composition). If there are k independent mechanisms M1 , . . . Mk , whose privacy guarantees are (ϵ1 , δ1 ), . . . , (ϵk , δk )
differential privacy, respectively, then any function g of them: g(M1 , · · · ,
P
P
Mk ) is ( ki=1 ϵi , ki=1 δi )-differentially private.
Sequential composition allows running multiple differentially private
analyses on the same input data. For example, the U.S. Census releases
numerous summaries of the data they collect, each of which can be
expressed using a differentially private query on the collected data.
Sequential composition allows bounding the total privacy cost for each
census participant when all of these summaries are released publicly.
Sequential composition also enables the the development of more
advanced privacy-preserving algorithms that use multiple differentially
private mechanisms to perform their tasks. The sequential composition
result holds even if the k mechanisms and their privacy budgets are
adaptively chosen. For example, MWEM (discussed in Chapter 4) is an
iterative algorithm that applies the Laplace mechanism many times to
converge on a synthetic representation of the input data; its total privacy
cost is bounded by repeated application of the sequential composition
property.
Definition 2.5 provides an upper bound on the privacy cost of
composing multiple arbitrary differentially private mechanisms, but

2.4. Composition
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this bound is not necessarily tight for a particular combination of
mechanisms. Some mechanisms (e.g. Report Noisy Max, discussed in
Section 2.5.1) can be analyzed via sequential composition, but a more
specific analysis of their behavior yields a lower privacy cost than
sequential composition does.
When mechanisms are applied to disjoint subsets of data, the privacy loss is analyzed with a tighter bound (McSherry, 2009). Consider
unbounded differential privacy, the total privacy loss is bounded by
the maximum privacy budget consumed by any single one of these
mechanisms. This is known as parallel composition.
2.4.2

Advanced Composition

An alternative composition property, often called advanced composition
(Dwork, Roth, et al., 2014), allows a mechanism designer to tune the
tradeoff between the privacy parameters ϵ and δ. In exchange for a
small increase in δ, advanced composition allows for a large decrease in
ϵ. Advanced composition often yields a lower value for ϵ than sequential
composition for iterative algorithms that perform a large number of
differentially private operations.
Theorem 2.6 (Advanced Composition). For 0 < ϵ′ < 1 and δ ′ > 0,
the class of (ϵ, δ)-differentially private mechanisms satisfies (ϵ′ , kδ + δ ′ )differential privacy under k-fold adaptive composition (e.g. a loop with
p
k iterations) for ϵ′ = 2ϵ 2k log(1/δ ′ ).
Advanced composition requires the use of (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy
(the definition requires δ ′ > 0), so it cannot be used when ϵ-differential
privacy is preferred. In addition, while advanced composition can generally provide lower values of ϵ when k is large, it is actually much worse
than sequential composition (due to constant factors) when k is small
(e.g. less than 100).
2.4.3

Variants of Differential Privacy with Improved Composition

In addition to ϵ and (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy, other variants of differential privacy with significant benefits have recently been developed.
Three examples are Rényi differential privacy (RDP) (Mironov, 2017),
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zero-concentrated differential privacy (zCDP) (Bun and Steinke, 2016),
and truncated concentrated differential privacy (tCDP) (Bun et al.,
2018). Each one has different privacy parameters and a different form
of sequential composition. The basic mechanism for RDP and zCDP
is the Gaussian mechanism; tCDP uses the sinh-normal mechanism
which decays more quickly in its tails. All three can be converted
to (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy, allowing them to be compared and composed with each other, and are closed under post-processing. All three
variants discussed in this section provide two important benefits over
(ϵ, δ)-differential privacy:
• They eliminate the “catastrophic” privacy failure that is allowed
with probability δ under (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy.
• They automatically provide asymptotically tight bounds on privacy cost under composition when the Gaussian mechanism is
used.
Rényi Differential Privacy (RDP). Rényi differential privacy (RDP)
(Mironov, 2017) is a relaxation of pure ϵ-differential privacy that works
by bounding Rényi divergence. RDP implies (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy,
but not the reverse; RDP admits the Gaussian mechanism, but does not
allow any mechanism that results in a “catastrophic” privacy failure.
The Gaussian mechanism with σ 2 = ∆22 α/(2ϵ) provides (α, ϵ)-RDP
for a value with l2 sensitivity ∆2 . For mechanisms M1 and M2 which
provide (α, ϵ1 ) and (α, ϵ2 )-RDP, respectively, their sequential composition provides (α, ϵ1 +ϵ2 )-RDP. This bound is tight for composition of the
Gaussian mechanism automatically—no separate advanced composition
theorem is needed. RDP is closed under post-processing.
Zero-Concentrated Differential Privacy (zCDP). Like RDP, zeroconcentrated differential privacy (zCDP) (Bun and Steinke, 2016) leverages Rényi divergence to provide tighter bounds on composition for the
Gaussian mechanism, but it considers all αs simultaneously and thus has
only a single privacy parameter (called ρ). Like RDP, zCDP prevents
“catastrophic” privacy failures, admits the Gaussian mechanism, and is
closed under post-processing.
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The Gaussian mechanism with σ 2 = ∆22 /(2ρ) provides ρ-zRDP for a
value with l2 sensitivity ∆2 . For mechanisms M1 and M2 which provide
ρ1 and ρ2 -zCDP, respectively, their sequential composition provides
(ρ1 + ρ2 )-zCDP. As in RDP, tight composition is automatic.
Truncated CDP (tCDP). Truncated concentrated differential privacy
(tCDP) (Bun et al., 2018) also bounds Rényi divergence, but relaxes
the original definition of CDP to permit privacy amplification via subsampling. tCDP retains the other benefits of zCDP—tight composition,
closure under post-processing, and no “catastrophic” privacy failure.
The basic mechanism of tCDP is the sinh-normal mechanism. For a
value with l2 sensitivity ∆2 , adding noise drawn from
 ∆2 
1
N 0, 2
8∆2 ω
2ρ
provides (ρ, ω)-tCDP. For mechanisms M1 and M2 which provide
(ρ1 , ω1 ) and (ρ2 , ω2 )-tCDP, respectively, their sequential composition
provides (ρ1 + ρ2 , min(ω1 , ω2 ))-tCDP. Tight composition is automatic.

8∆2 ω arsinh



Choosing a Variant. Due to their tight composition bounds, the use
of these variants can reduce privacy cost significantly—especially for
iterative algorithms that use the Gaussian mechanism. For example,
machine learning algorithms that add Gaussian noise to calculated
gradients (Abadi et al., 2016) often run for thousands of iterations, and
using a privacy variant based on Rényi divergence provides much tighter
bounds on the privacy cost of these algorithms than either standard or
advanced composition.
For algorithms that are not iterative, or that perform only a few iterations, the privacy variants discussed in this section provide little benefit
over pure ϵ-differential privacy. For algorithms that use the Gaussian
mechanism (and thus do not satisfy pure ϵ-differential privacy), these
variants provide the benefit of eliminating the chance of a “catastrophic”
privacy failure. And for iterative algorithms, these variants provide the
additional benefit of significantly tighter bounds under composition.
A small handful of techniques require the ability to fail catastrophically (e.g. Propose-Test-Release, discussed in Chapter 6), and thus
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require the use of (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy. For algorithms that do not
use these techniques, the privacy variants in this section should be
considered.
2.5

Advanced Mechanisms

Consider m counting queries (f1 , . . . , fm ) which has a high l1 -sensitivity
equal to m at worst case. If m is large, then Laplace mechanism will add
much noise to the counts. Besides applying the advanced composition
techniques, there are several scenarios where we can apply specialized
techniques to offer better utility.
2.5.1

Report Noisy Max

The first scenario is when the analyst is only interested in the maximum
count and its index. A simple algorithm with more utility guarantees can
be used. This algorithm is known as report noisy max. This algorithm
adds independently generated Laplace noise Lap(1/ϵ) to each count
and returns the index of the largest noisy count. A much smaller noise
is injected into the count, but this algorithm has shown to satisfy
(ϵ, 0)-differential privacy.
A generalized algorithm for reporting top-k is proposed by Lee and
Clifton, 2014, where Laplace noise Lap(k/ϵ) is added to each count.
This algorithm also satisfies (ϵ, 0)-differential privacy. Compared to the
Laplace mechanism that releases all the counts of the m queries for
the top-k answers, the Report Noisy Max algorithm adds much smaller
noise and hence a better utility under the same privacy guarantee.
2.5.2

The Sparse Vector Technique

The second scenario is for the online setting, when the analyst only
cares to know the identities of the counting queries that lie above a
certain threshold T . A simple technique known as the sparse vector
technique (Dwork et al., 2009) supports this online scenario and its
privacy loss only depends on the number of queries which actually lie
above the threshold, rather than with the total number of queries tested.
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This saves much privacy cost especially when the number of queries lie
above the threshold is much smaller than the total number of queries.
First, we present the algorithm when only one above-threshold
query is returned. This algorithm takes in a private database D, an
adaptively chosen stream of counting queries f1 , . . ., a threshold T .
This algorithm first adds Laplace noise Lap(2/ϵ) to the threshold T
to get noisy threshold T̃ . For each query fi , add independent Laplace
noise Lap(4/ϵ) to fi (D). If the noisy answer is greater than T̃ , then
output ⊤ and halt the algorithm; otherwise, output ⊥ and continue
with the next query. This algorithm is also called AboveThreshold and
is (ϵ, 0)-differentially private.
To output more than one above-threshold query, the general Sparse
Vector Technique repeats the AboveThreshold algorithm whenever an
above-threshold query is reported. Consider a cutoff point k for the
number of above-threshold queries. The noise added to the threshold T
is Lap(2k/ϵ) and the noise added to each query answer is Lap(4k/ϵ).
When k above-threshold queries are reported, the algorithm halts. This
algorithm achieves (ϵ, 0)-differential privacy.

3
Problem Definition

This book focuses on approaches for ensuring differential privacy in
database systems. This chapter defines the common framework for
these techniques, and the challenges specific to the database setting.
Specifically:
• Section 3.1 defines the different kinds of queries supported by the
techniques discussed in this book
• Section 3.2 describes how accuracy is measured in the setting of
differential privacy for databases
• Section 3.3 describes the threat model—the capabilities of the
adversary we are trying to protect against
• Section 3.4 discusses the kinds of queries for which accurate answers can typically be obtained while maintaining privacy
• Section 3.5 describes additional challenges specific to systems for
differential privacy in the database setting
• Section 3.6 provides a roadmap for the rest of the book
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Generally speaking, a query can be any function of the database f :
D → A. Most commonly, we will be concerned with queries that output
a number or vector of numbers (i.e. f : D → Rk ). In a database system,
queries are typically specified using some query language (e.g. SQL).
Languages like SQL make it easy to specify certain kinds of queries;
a typical aggregation query written in a language like SQL (e.g. a
SELECT query using the COUNT, SUM, or AVG aggregation functions) can
be expressed as a function whose input is the database and whose
output is a real number or vector of real numbers.
However, a standard SQL GROUP BY aggregation query and hence
OLAP styled queries do not directly fit this category of queries because
the query answer includes not only the aggregation but also the GROUP
BY keys (or active domain values) which might be private. Database
systems that support differential privacy have to distinguish the standard
GROUP BY aggregation that leaks active domain and a full domain based
GROUP BY aggregation that reports the frequency counts of the full
domain values. We highlight how the database systems handle this type
of aggregation in Chapter 7.
Multi-relational queries represent an important exception, since we
assume that our database representation contains just a single relation.
As a result, queries with joins cannot be expressed as functions of a
single database. The queries involving joining face multiple challenges
in defining privacy objects among the multiple relations and high global
sensitivity. We discuss several approaches for extending the guarantee
of differential privacy to multi-relational queries in Chapter 7.
The techniques covered here use a variety of representations for
queries, from the fully general “query-as-a-function” abstraction presented above, to SQL and subsets of it, to special-purpose representations for particular classes of queries. For each technique, we therefore
include a brief description of the class of queries supported and the
representation used.
Linear queries. The class of linear queries has been the target of a considerable amount of research on differential privacy, and the techniques
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discussed in Chapter 4 are specifically focused on this class. A linear
query is a function of a single relation that can be expressed as a linear
combination of row counts, where a “row count” refers to the number
of times a particular row occurs in the relation. Many commonly-used
queries are linear queries, including counting queries and summation
queries.
In the “histogram” representation of a database, each element xi of
the histogram explicitly records the number of occurrences of the tuple
value associated with i; a linear query is simply a linear combination of
xi s. For example, to count the number of rows in the relation, we can
simply assign each xi a coefficient of 1.
Many of the techniques described in Chapter 4 use variants of the
histogram representation, and represent linear queries using vectors
of the coefficients for the corresponding linear combination. Thus our
counting query example would be represented by a vector containing
all 1s.
Query workloads. A query workload is simply a set of queries. In cases
where the important queries are known ahead of time, it is common to
record them together in a workload, and answer them all at once.
For certain classes of queries, answering the whole workload at once
can yield much higher accuracy than answering each one in sequence
and using sequential composition to bound the total privacy cost. This
is especially true for workloads of linear queries, where the improvement
in accuracy can be substantial. Most of the techniques presented in
Chapter 4 follow this pattern, and are designed to answer an entire
workload of linear queries at once.
3.2

Measuring Utility

The term utility refers to the degree to which a computed result is useful
to the analyst. Utility is therefore dependent not only on the data and
the function being computed, but also on the analyst’s needs. In some
cases, differentially private analysis results will be useful to the analyst
even if they contain significant error; in other cases, the results need to
be extremely close to the true answers in order to be useful.
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Accuracy measures how close the differentially private result is to a
result computed without differential privacy, and is thus independent of
the analyst’s needs. Most of the differential privacy literature measures
accuracy as a proxy for utility, under the assumption that more accurate
results will tend to be more useful for most analysts.
Accuracy bounds for differential privacy mechanisms are often given
in the (α, β)-accuracy framework, where α represents an upper bound
on absolute error and β represents the probability that this upper bound
is violated.
Definition 3.1. Given a numeric query f : D → Rk and a differentially
private mechanism Mf : D → Rk , we say that M is (α, β)-accurate if:
Pr[∥f (D) − Mf (D)∥∞ ≥ α] ≤ β

(3.1)

The accuracy of a differentially private mechanism is usually directly
related to the privacy parameter. For example, the accuracy of the
Laplace mechanism for general queries can be measured based on the
fact that Pr[|η| ≥ t · b] = e−t , where η is drawn from Lap(b) with a
union bound.
Theorem 3.1. Given a numeric query f : D → Rk , the Laplace mechanism is (α, β)-accurate for α = ln( βk ) · ( ∆ϵ1 f ). In other words, let y be
an output of Laplace mechanism that satisfies (ϵ, 0)-differential privacy.
Then, ∀β ∈ (0, 1]:
∆1 f
k
Pr[∥f (D) − y∥∞ ≥ ln( ) · (
)] ≤ β
β
ϵ

(3.2)

The larger the privacy parameter ϵ is, the bigger distance between
the true answer and the output mechanism with the same probability.
This distance ∥f (D)−y∥∞ also depends on the sensitivity of the function
∆1 f and hence a highly sensitive query requires more perturbation in
function output. A similar expression can be derived for the Gaussian
mechanism based on the CDF of the normal distribution.
The accuracy for numeric queries is also commonly measured in
terms of the expected total errors E[∥f (D) − y∥22 ]. Given a numeric
query f : D → Rk , the total error for the Laplace mechanism with
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noise drawn from Lap(b)k is 2k · b2 and the total error for the Gaussian
mechanism with noise drawn from N (0, σ 2 )k is k · σ 2 .
For the exponential mechanism, the accuracy is measured to the
set of outputs with the best utility score. Given the utility function u :
D × R → R and database instance D, let OPTu (D) = maxr∈R u(D, r).
Theorem 3.2. Given a database D, let ROPTu = {r ∈ R : u(D, r) =
OPTu (D)} denote the set of elements in R which attain utility score
c. Let y be an output of an exponential mechanism based on u that
satisfies (ϵ, 0)-differential privacy, then
Pr[u(D, y) ≤ OPTu (D) −

|R|
2∆u
(ln(
) + t)] ≤ e−t
ϵ
|ROPTu |

(3.3)

This theorem bounds the probability that the exponential mechanism
returns a “good” element of R, where good is measured in terms of
OPTu . The result is that it will be highly unlikely that the returned
element y has a utility score that is inferior to OPTu (D) by more than
an additive factor.
3.3

Threat Model

The definition of differential privacy is written in terms of a “database”
containing many individuals’ data. How this database is designed, stored,
and processed in an actual system has a significant effect on the security
and privacy guarantees actually achieved by the system. We introduce
the central model of differential privacy here, since it is assumed in most
of the techniques covered in this book; we discuss alternative threat
models in Chapter 9.
Central model. The central model of differential privacy assumes the
existence of a trusted data curator—an entity which collects sensitive
data from individuals and stores all of it (without any added noise) in
a database. The data curator is trusted to keep the data secure, and to
execute mechanisms over it.
In the central model, the malicious party is the analyst—the party
that receives the final output of a differentially private mechanism.
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The analyst may use this output to try to infer information about the
participants in the database.
The major advantage of the central model is accuracy. In the central
model, data from many individuals can be aggregated before adding
noise, which means that the scale of the noise added to the results is
much smaller than the scale of the “signal” generated by aggregating
the data. As we will describe in the next section, the local model is
significantly worse in this regard.
The disadvantage of the central model is the requirement for a
trusted data curator, which is often impossible to satisfy in practice.
For example, if a company abuses access to sensitive data it collects
from its customers, then we probably should not trust that company to
act as a trusted data curator, even if they promise to use differential
privacy. Furthermore, even trustworthy data curators can be subject to
data breaches, which, in the central model, would result in revealing all
of the sensitive data.
Other models. The most common alternative to the central model is
the local model of differential privacy, in which each participant adds
noise to their data locally—before it leaves their control. In the local
model, the data curator collects noisy data from each participant; each
participant’s data independently satisfies differential privacy due to the
noise added before it is collected. As a result, the differential privacy
property holds in the local model even if the data curator is malicious.
The downside of the local model is that it provides far less accuracy
than the central model.
Other models have been developed to navigate the tradeoff between
these two extremes. The hybrid or shuffle model uses an anonymous
communication channel to amplify privacy, and techniques for secure
computation apply cryptography to obtain the utility of the central
model with the security of the local model. Both approaches are discussed in Chapter 9.
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What can be Learned Accurately

Broadly speaking, differential privacy works best for robust statistics.
Robust statistics are not affected much by outliers, so they are also not
affected much by differential privacy’s hypothetical addition or removal
of a single data element. Commonly-used examples include counting,
summation, and average queries. In the database setting, approaches for
differential privacy are often considered in terms of which of the standard
SQL aggregation functions—COUNT, SUM, AVG, MIN, and MAX—can be
supported.
COUNT, SUM, and AVG. The first three aggregation functions are common targets for differentially private analysis. Counting queries are
particularly well-suited: their sensitivity and accuracy properties are
easy to analyze, and they often yield good accuracy. Given an upper
bound on the values a data element can take (which can be enforced
via top-coding), summation queries are similarly simple to handle. Average queries can be implemented as a combination of two queries: a
summation and a count. All three classes are commonly implemented
in systems for differential privacy (see Chapter 8 for more).
MIN and MAX. MIN and MAX queries are much more challenging under
differential privacy, because the answers to these queries depend entirely
on a single data element. As a result, producing differentially private
answers to these queries while maintaining high accuracy is impossible,
and systems for differential privacy typically do support these queries
directly. Instead, some systems offer support for percentile queries or
other means of estimating the scale of the data (see Chapter 8 for more).
3.5

Additional Challenges of the Database Setting

Existing relational database systems often appear to be good targets
for differential privacy—at first glance, it should be possible to layer privacy protection on top of these systems without changing the interface
presented to the analyst or the functionality of the system. However,
this setting produces several unique challenges that have slowed the
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broad adoption of differential privacy in relational databases, and deserve careful consideration in any practical deployment. We summarize
the major challenges here, and provide more extensive discussion in
Chapters 8 and 10.
Privacy budget. The definition of differential privacy is given in terms
of a single privacy parameter ϵ, but a practical database system may
answer thousands or millions of queries. The maximum cumulative ϵ
allowed by the system for all of these queries is often called the privacy
budget. The simplest approach is to add up the ϵ values for each of the
queries processed by the system (by sequential composition), and stop
answering queries when this sum exceeds the budget. However, this
approach quickly exhausts the budget in practice. Much of the research
in differential privacy is dedicated towards solving this problem—for
example, the improved composition bounds mentioned in Chapter 2
improve privacy budget use directly, while the techniques for answering
linear queries described in Chapter 4 aim to give better accuracy for the
same value of ϵ, which improves budgeting indirectly. See Chapters 8
and 10 for more discussion.
Joins. Relational joins are extremely common in modern databases,
but present a major challenge for differential privacy. In particular,
producing tight bounds on the sensitivity of a query with joins is
extremely challenging—the best bounds depend on the data itself, and
the worst-case is much worse than the average-case. We discuss several
state-of-the-art techniques for addressing this challenge in Chapter 7;
however, the ability to answer join queries with high accuracy remains
a major mismatch between the expectations of database users and the
limits of our knowledge about differential privacy.
Data domains and GROUP BY. Techniques for ensuring differential privacy typically assume that the complete domain for each data attribute
is static and known ahead of time. Database systems, on the other
hand, typically do not enumerate the domain for each data element. For
example, an analyst might write the following SQL query to construct
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a histogram that counts occurrences of each element of the domain of
the column C:
SELECT C, COUNT(*)
FROM T
GROUP BY C

The output of such a query will contain a row—a histogram “bin”—
only for values of C that actually occur in the database. This semantics
presents a challenge for differential privacy: it means that the presence or
absence of the bin itself communicates information about the underlying
data.
Systems for differential privacy typically address this issue by requiring the data curator to enumerate the domain of each data attribute,
and ensure that the results of histogram queries contain bins for each
value in the domain (even if the count for the value is zero). This
mismatch in semantics can raise challenges in implementations and can
be surprising to analysts.
Database updates. The majority of work on differential privacy assumes a static, unchanging database. The existing systems for differentially private analysis are most easily applied to static datasets; the US
Census Bureau’s use of differential privacy (Abowd, 2018) is a perfect
example, because Census data is collected once and does not change
thereafter. In practice, however, databases are often updated continuously. We discuss the handful of techniques developed for this setting
in Chapter 10.
Side-channel attacks. Even when a technique has been proven to
ensure differential privacy, its implementation may fail to satisfy the
definition. A classic example is the floating-point vulnerability in the
Laplace mechanism (Mironov, 2012): the mathematical definition of the
Laplace mechanism satisfies ϵ-differential privacy, but implementations
of it may not, due to imprecision in floating-point arithmetic. Timing
attacks—in which a query’s execution time may reveal something about
the private data it analyzes—are also possible, and most systems for
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Table 3.1: Approaches Covered in the Book
Name
MWEM
Matrix mechanism
DAWA

Application
Linear queries
Linear queries
Linear queries

DualQuery
PrivBayes
HDMM
PGM

High-dimensional
High-dimensional
High-dimensional
High-dimensional

Propose-test-release
Smooth sensitivity
Sample & aggregate
Lipschitz extensions

High
High
High
High

PINQ
Flex
PrivateSQL

Multi-relational data
Multi-relational data
Multi-relational data

7.3
7.4
7.5

ϵktelo
APEx

Framework
Framework

8.1
8.2

global
global
global
global

§
4.1
4.2
4.3
data
data
data
data

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

sensitivity
sensitivity
sensitivity
sensitivity

6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

differential privacy do not attempt to prevent them. We discuss these
issues in more detail in Chapter 8.
3.6

Summary of Approaches

The rest of this book is organized into chapters that describe techniques specific to an application area. Table 3.1 categorizes the specific
techniques we cover and lists the application of each one.
• Chapter 4 describes techniques for workloads of linear queries
over a single table. These techniques attempt to minimize the
total error over the entire workload.
• Chapter 5 describes techniques for answering workloads of linear
queries in the context of high-dimensional data in a single table.
The best techniques in this setting differ significantly from the
low-dimensional setting.
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• Chapter 6 describes techniques that work well when global
sensitivity is high (for example, queries with joins or queries over
graphs).
• Chapter 7 describes techniques specific to multi-relational data
(including queries with joins). Many of these techniques adapt
ideas from Chapter 6.
Finally, Chapter 8 describes frameworks for designing differentially
private systems, and Chapter 9 discusses alternative threat models in
detail. Chapter 10 describes open challenges in the area of differential
privacy.

4
Mechanisms for Linear Queries

As described earlier, a linear query is one that can be expressed as a
linear combination of the counts of values in the database. When the
database is represented by a histogram h(D) ∈ N|X | , each entry h(D)[j]
is the count of tuple value j ∈ X , and a linear query is one that can be
expressed as a linear combination of the counts in h(D).
This chapter describes differentially private algorithms for workloads
of linear queries on a single database table. This setting is both relevant
in practice and highly suited for differential privacy, and a number of
effective algorithms exist. We describe three exemplars that characterize
the space of research in this area: the Multiplicative Weights with Exponential Mechanism (MWEM) (Hardt et al., 2012) algorithm, the Matrix
Mechanism (MM) (Li et al., 2015), and the Data-Aware/WorkloadAware (DAWA) mechanism (Li et al., 2015).
These approaches work by constructing explicit histogram representations for the data, so they struggle with high-dimensional data. These
algorithms are best for one- or two-dimensional data—a significant
limitation in practice. Chapter 5 describes algorithms that address this
limitation.
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MWEM

The Multiplicative Weights with Exponential Mechanism (MWEM)
algorithm (Hardt et al., 2012) is a workload-aware data-dependent algorithm for constructing a differentially private synthetic approximation
of a private dataset. The algorithm iteratively improves the synthetic
approximation by posing differentially private queries on the private
data and using the results to update the synthetic approximation with
the multiplicative weights update rule.
For a workload Q of linear queries and a private database D, the
algorithm initializes an approximation A randomly. Then, each iteration
of the algorithm performs the following steps:
1. Exponential mechanism: select a query qi ∈ Q for which the
approximation A is “worst” (i.e. arg maxqi ∈Q |qi (A)−qi (D)|) using
the exponential mechanism.
2. Laplace mechanism: calculate a differentially private measurement
mi for qi (D) using the Laplace mechanism.
3. Multiplicative weights: update A using the measurement mi according to the multiplicative weights update rule.
The algorithm runs for T iterations, and its output is the final value
of A (or the average of its values at all iterations). The privacy of
the MWEM algorithm follows from the properties of the Laplace and
ϵ
exponential mechanisms. If we use a privacy parameter of 2T
for each of
steps (1) and (2), then by sequential composition, the total privacy cost
for the algorithm after T iterations is ϵ. The update in step (3) uses
only the differentially private measurement mi and the approximation
A, so it satisfies differential privacy by post-processing.
Theorem 4.1. The MWEM algorithm satisfies (ϵ, 0)-differential privacy.
Exponential and Laplace mechanisms. Step (1) is used to select a
query from the workload Q for which the approximation performs badly.
To do this, the algorithm uses the exponential mechanism (with privacy
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ϵ
parameter 2T
) with the following score function, which assigns high
scores to queries for which the approximation produces high error:

s(D, q) = |q(A) − q(D)|
Step (2) simply applies the Laplace mechanism to produce a differentially
private measurement of qi (D):
mi = qi (D) + Lap

 2T 

ϵ

Multiplicative weights update rule. Hardt et al. formalize the synthetic approximation A as a distribution over the domain D of records
in the database. For a database D with n records, the algorithm begins
by initializing A to n times the uniform distribution over D. Then, the
multiplicative weights update rule updates the weight A places on each
record x according to:
Anew (x) ∝ A(x) · exp(q(x) · (q(D) − q(A))/2)
Here, q(x) indicates whether the record x contributes to the answer of
q (q(x) is 1 if so, and 0 otherwise). The proportionality sign indicates
that A should be renormalized after scaling.
Representation of A. The standard representation of A—n times a
distribution over D—is not always optimal in practice. For example,
if the query workload Q contains 1-dimensional range queries, then
the representation of A only needs to consider one column of the
database. Hardt et al. give three examples of alternatives: histograms
(1-dimensional), contingency tables (2-dimensional), and data cubes
(n-dimensional).
In the histogram representation, the database can be represented as
a function D : D → R, and the synthetic approximation is a probability
mass function A : D → R. When D is discrete and finite (e.g. ages
from 0 - 100), it is correspondingly easy to represent A. When D is
continuous and infinite, a finite range can be considered and split into
bins. As the dimensionality of D grows, it becomes increasingly difficult
to build compact representations for A.
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When to use MWEM. The MWEM algorithm is a good “default”
choice for large workloads of linear queries. It is comparatively simple
and easy to implement. It is efficient when the representation of A is
small, and it works for arbitrary linear queries. MWEM does not require
the analyst to specify queries in a particular way or require specialized transformations on queries or the database. Empirical evaluations
demonstrate its effectiveness for answering query workloads with low
error (Hardt et al., 2012; Hay et al., 2016a).
The MWEM algorithm is also flexible in its application. It can be
used in an offline fashion, when the complete query workload Q is
available ahead of time, to produce accurate answers for those queries.
It can also be used in an online fashion, with a dynamic workload Q, to
answer queries as they arrive by releasing the intermediate measurements
mi (or their approximations). In either mode, the final output of the
algorithm is a synthetic approximation of the original database that
can be used to answer further queries without additional privacy cost.
The approximation will yield accurate answers for queries that are
well-represented by the original workload Q though it may not be useful
for answering poorly-represented queries.
However, MWEM performs poorly in high-dimensional settings, as
A can grow exponentially in the number of dimensions. In addition,
MWEM often requires extensive tuning of hyperparameters (e.g. the
number of iterations, and the number of queries to run per iteration) in
order to achieve good performance. In general, the other techniques in
this chapter tend to produce output with higher utility than MWEM,
at the cost of greater implementation complexity.
4.2

Matrix Mechanism

The Matrix Mechanism (MM) proposed by Li et al., 2015 is a workloadaware differentially private algorithm that answers linear counting
queries. Its utility is not dependent on the input data.
Workload and data representation. The matrix mechanism begins
with the observation that the answer to a query workload can be expressed as a matrix-vector product. Each linear query in the workload
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can be written as a vector, and those vectors can be arranged into
a matrix W. If the database itself (in the histogram format) is written as a vector x, then the workload’s answer is simply the product
Wx.
Formally, we consider a database D as a collection of records from
a universe X of k attributes {A1 , . . . , Ak } each having an ordered
domain dom(Ai ). To express linear queries, the database instance is
first transformed into a data vector of counts x ∈ Nn . The MM is
typically used for one- or two-dimensional datasets. In one dimension,
let’s say Ai , each entry of the data vector x[j] represents the number of
tuples in D that take on the j th value in the ordered domain of Ai . In
the two-dimensional case, for attributes Ai , Aj , x summarizes the count
for each tuple in dom(Ai ) × dom(Aj ). The workload of linear queries
is represented as a matrix W = {w1 , . . . , wm } based on x. Each linear
query is a length-n row vector w, where w[j] ∈ R. The answer to a
linear query w on x is the dot product wx = w[1]x[1] + · · · + w[n]x[n].
Hence, the answer to the workload is Wx.
The strategy matrix. It turns out that the best way answer a query
workload W with differential privacy is often to ask a different set of
queries, and then transform the results into a set of answers for W. The
Matrix Mechanism implements this idea using a strategy matrix A that
represents a strategy for answering the queries in W.
Given a m × n workload W and a query strategy matrix A of size
p × n, we say A supports W if each query in W can be expressed as
a linear combination of queries in A. In other words, there exists a
solution matrix X to the linear system W = WA. This system may
have multiple solutions. The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of matrix A
is used to express the answer to W, as WA+ y′ , where y′ is the noisy
answer to A. The matrix mechanism is summarized as follows.
Given an m×n workload W, a p×n strategy matrix A that supports
W and a differentially private algorithm K(A, x) that answers A with
a given database instance x. The matrix mechanism MK,A outputs the
following vector:
MK,A = WA+ K(A, x)
(4.1)
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Theorem 4.2. The matrix mechanism MK,A inherits the privacy guarantee of K and is unbiased if K is unbiased.
Examples of K are Laplace mechanism, Guassian mechanism, or
DAWA. If K is a data independent algorithm, the error for the matrix
mechanism has an explicit analytical bound:
ErrorK,A (W) = P (K)∥A∥2 ∥WA+ ∥2F ,

(4.2)

where P (K) is a constant determined by K. Hence, the problem is to
find a query strategy A that supports W and minimizes ErrorK,A (W),
given a query workload W and a differentially private algorithm K.
Optimizing the strategy. The utility of the Matrix mechanism depends
on the strategy A, leading to an obvious question: can we determine
the optimal strategy for minimizing error?
Li et al., 2015 shows that error-optimal strategy matrices have equal
L1 column norm, which can be normalized to 1. If we use a strategy
with sensitivity 1, the total error is equal to ∥WA+ ∥2F . Hence, given a
workload W, the optimization problem is summarized as below.
minA∈Rp×n ∥WA+ ∥2F
s.t. WA+ A = W,

∥A∥1 ≤ 1

(4.3)

However, solving this optimization problem is difficult. Li et al., 2015
formulates this problem as a rank-constrained semidefinite program,
which require O(m4 (m4 + n4 )) time to converge to the global optimum.
As the dimensions of the data increase, the computation becomes
infeasible in practice. The MM is extended by McKenna et al., 2018 to
the HDMM, a differentially private mechanism for answering a workload
of predicate counting queries for high-dimensional datasets. We present
the details of HDMM in in Section 5.3.
When to use the Matrix Mechanism. The Matrix Mechanism is a
simple and elegant framework, which can be easily implemented. The
two primary challenges come in constructing the explicit representations
of W and x (which can be extremely large for high-dimensional data),
and in determining the best strategy A.
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For some kinds of query workloads (e.g. cumulative distribution
functions), the optimal strategy A is well-known (Li et al., 2015), and
can simply be hard-coded into the implementation. In this setting, when
the data is only one- or two-dimensional, the Matrix Mechanism is a
good choice as it produces high utility. When the query workload is
more complex or less regular (e.g. when the queries are specified by an
analyst), then the DAWA (§ 4.3) or HDMM (§ 5.3) approaches may
work better.
4.3

Data-Aware/Workload-Aware (DAWA) Mechanism

The Data-Aware/Workload-Aware (DAWA) mechanism proposed by
Li et al., 2015 considers a data and workload dependent mechanism
under differential privacy. Unlike the Matrix Mechanism, DAWA focuses
on answering range queries. Each range query wi is described by an
interval [j1 , j2 ] on x, for 1 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ n. The evaluation of wi = [j1 , j2 ]
P2
on x is written wi (x) and defined as jj=j
x[j].
1
The DAWA algorithm consists of three steps: (i) private partitioning;
(ii) private budget count estimation; (iii) uniform expansion. The first
two steps require private interactions with the database. To ensure that
the overall algorithm satisfies ϵ-differential privacy, the privacy budget
is split into ϵ1 , ϵ2 such that ϵ1 + ϵ2 = ϵ and these two portions of the
budget are used for the first two steps.
Step 1. Private partitioning: This step takes in a privacy budget
ϵ1 and the data vector x, and outputs B, a partition of x into k buckets,
without counts for the buckets.
Step 2. Private bucket counting estimation: Given the partition B from the first step, this step spends a privacy budget ϵ2 to learn
noisy estimates of the bucket counts, denoted by s. Rather than using
the Laplace mechanism, a workload-aware method is used.
Step 3. Uniform expansion: Given the noisy estimates for the
k buckets, (B, s), an estimate for the n entries of x is derived based
on uniformity assumption: the count s[i] for each bucket bi is spread
uniformly amongst each position x that is contained in bi . The output
of this step is the noisy data vector x′ . As this step is a post-processing
step, it still guarantees the same level of privacy. All the range queries
in the workload W are derivable from the noisy data vector x′ .
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Next, we will explain the details of the first two steps.
The first step, private partitioning, would like to search for the
optimal partition that results in the least error in the third step. It
proposes a heuristic cost function for a partition: given a partition of
the domain [1, n] into buckets B = {b1 , . . . , bk }, the cost of B is defined
as
k X
X
bi (x)
+ k/ϵ2
(4.4)
pcost(x, B) =
x[j] −
|bi |
i=1 j∈b
i

The first term of the cost function estimates the amount the bucket
deviates from being perfectly uniform and the second term estimates
the noise introduced by the second step with privacy buget ϵ2 .
Given the set of all intervals on the domain [1, n], denoted by B,
DAWA first computes the cost bcost(x, b) for all b ∈ B and then adds
noise Z ∼ Lap(2∆1 bcost/ϵ1 ) to each cost. Last, it finds the partition
with the least noisy cost using dynamic programming.
The cost of computing all intervals is O(n2 log n) and can be reduced
to O(n log2 n) by restricting to intervals whose length is a power of two.
The search of the optimal partition requires time linear in n and the
number of buckets.
As this step keeps the noisy counts secret and only publishes the
partition with the least (noisy) cost, a small amount of noise is sufficient
to ensure privacy, similar as the report noisy max algorithm described
in Section 2.5.1. The noise added to the cost per bucket is proportional
to the sensitivity of the bucket cost. By setting ∆1 bcost ≤ 2, the private
partition step can be shown ϵ1 -differentially private.
The second step, private bucket count estimation, takes in the
partition B = {b1 , . . . , bk } from the first step of DAWA, and privately
estimate the bucket counts using the remaining privacy budget ϵ2 .
Instead of adding Laplace noise directly to the true bucket counts s,
DAWA uses a workload-aware approach. First, DAWA transforms the
given workload W that is based on the original domain [1, n] to Ŵ
such that the answer to the workload Wx can be estimated by the
product of the transformed workload Ŵ and the bucket counts. Then
it applies the Matrix Mechanism described in Section 4.2 to answer
the transformed workload Ŵ. As DAWA focuses on range queries, it
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only searches among hierarchical strategies — a tree of queries over
buckets B to get the strategy that minimizes error for answering Ŵ.
After obtaining the optimal strategy A, DAWA answers this strategy
matrix with the Laplace mechanism using privacy budget ϵ2 and then
uses the answer to the strategy matrix to reconstruct the bucket counts,
which are denoted by s̃.
This step takes O(mk log k + k 2 ) time, where m is the number of
queries in W and k is the number of buckets in B. The privacy guarantee
of this step is the same as the Matrix Mechanism, which guarantees
ϵ2 -differential privacy.
By sequential composition, DAWA satisfies differential privacy with
total privacy cost (ϵ1 + ϵ2 ).
Theorem 4.3. The DAWA mechanism satisfies (ϵ1 + ϵ2 , 0)-differential
privacy.
When to use DAWA. The decision about when to use DAWA is easier
to make than in other cases: the algorithm is specifically designed for
range queries on one- or two-dimensional data, and often offers better
utility than other approaches in this specific setting. For other kinds of
queries, or for higher-dimensional data, DAWA is not a suitable choice.
4.4

Others

Many additional algorithms have been proposed for answering workloads
of linear queries with differential privacy. The DPComp study (Hay
et al., 2016b) provides a comprehensive list and comparison of these
approaches.

5
Mechanisms for High-Dimensional Data

The approaches described in Chapter 4 work well for low-dimensional
data, but have scalability or accuracy challenges when used for highdimensional data. In this setting, algorithms must carefully address
both scalability and accuracy. This chapter discusses several state-ofthe-art approaches for answering workloads of linear queries in the
high-dimensional setting.
Conceptually, these approaches work by building differentially private estimates of marginal distributions over the private data. A marginal
distribution is a probability distribution over a subset of a collection of
random variables (in our setting, this collection is the set of attributes
in the database). The marginal distribution of a subset of k attributes
is often called a k-way marginal.
We begin with a simple approach for estimating marginal distributions with differential privacy, listed in Algorithm 1. This algorithm
estimates the marginal distribution of a subset of a database’s attributes
by counting the number of occurrences of each tuple in the domain of
the subset, adding noise to each count, and then normalizing the counts
to sum to 1. Algorithm 1 satisfies ϵ-differential privacy by the Laplace
mechanism; the l1 sensitivity of building “count” structure is 1.
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Algorithm 1: Simple Algorithm for Private Marginals
Input : Dataset D ∈ D = P(X ) where X = A1 × · · · × An ,
target set of attributes A ⊆ {A1 , . . . , An }.
Output : A private marginal: a probability distribution Prob[t]
over tuples t ∈ XA (X restricted to attributes in A).
for t ∈ XA do
count(t) ← |{t′ ∈ D | t and t′ agree on the attributes in A}|
noisyCount(t) ← max(0, count(t) + Lap( 1ϵ ))
P
total ← t∈XA noisyCount(t)
for t ∈ XA do
Prob[t] ← noisyCount(t)
total
return Prob
Algorithm 1 produces accurate results when the set of target attributes A is small. As A grows in size, the size of XA also grows, and the
number of tuples in each “bin” of “count” shrinks. When these counts
are small enough, the noise added for differential privacy overwhelms
the count.
This tradeoff is challenging for high-dimensional data. When the
set of attributes is large, we cannot simply set A to be the complete
set—the resulting marginal distribution would be extremely noisy. For
a dataset with n attributes, we could use Algorithm 1 to compute
n accurate 1-way marginals for a total privacy cost of n · ϵ, but this
approach would not capture correlations between attributes.
One of the major challenges in the high-dimensional setting is thus
to determine correlations between attributes and determine how to
estimate a probability distribution over the entire dataset using lowerdimensional marginals. Each of the approaches in this chapter takes a
different approach to solving this problem.
5.1

DualQuery

The DualQuery algorithm (Gaboardi et al., 2014) has the same goal as
MWEM—it is an iterative, workload-aware, data-dependent algorithm
for constructing a synthetic approximation of a private dataset. The
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Inputs: query workload Q, private data D, number of iterations T ,
privacy parameter ϵ
Output: synthetic database of T records
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Sample s queries q1 , . . . , qs from Q Pick s queries randomly
P
x1 ← arg maxx 1s sj=1 qj (x)
Generate an initial record
for i ← 2, . . . , T do :
Run T iterations...
Pi−1
Define the score function
ui (D, q) = j=1 q(D) − q(xj )
for j ← 1, . . . , s do :
Sample s queries...
qj ← ExpMech(D, ui , Q, ϵ)
Select a “bad” query
1 Ps
xi ← arg maxx s j=1 qj (x)
Generate a new record
S
Release the synthetic records
Return Ti=1 xi
Figure 5.1: The DualQuery Algorithm (Simplified)

algorithm’s name comes from the fact that the algorithm is conceptually
the dual of MWEM. Instead of maintaining and improving a distribution
over data elements, DualQuery maintains a distribution over queries
(which can be represented compactly) and uses an external solver to
generate a single concrete data record at each iteration.
Since the universe of data records can be extremely large, especially
for high-dimensional data, maintaining a distribution over data records
is costly. This is the limiting factor for scalability in algorithms like
MWEM. Since DualQuery does not maintain such a representation,
it is capable of scaling to high-dimensional data. In DualQuery,
the computationally challenging step—generating a new data record—
can be done without access to the private data, and can therefore be
outsourced to a standard constraint solver (e.g. CPLEX).
A simplified version of the DualQuery algorithm appears in Figure 5.1. Our simplifications are designed to expose the important concepts behind the algorithm; see Gaboardi et al., 2014 for the full version.
The private data is provided to the algorithm as a database D ∈ D. In
our simplified version, each query q in the query workload Q returns
a single number (i.e. q : D → R). The algorithm returns a set of T
synthetic records (x1 , . . . , xT ) ∈ D.
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The algorithm builds a list of synthetic data records x1 , . . . , xT
representing the synthetic database. It begins with an initialization
step: the algorithm randomly picks s queries from the workload Q (line
1), and generates (using CPLEX) the first record x1 by maximizing
the value of the selected queries on x1 (line 2). At each iteration, the
algorithm uses the exponential mechanism to sample s queries from
the workload Q (lines 5-6). The score function used in the exponential
mechanism (line 4) assigns a high score for queries whose outputs are too
low on the synthetic records x1 , ..., xi−1 (compared with the private data
D); the goal is then to generate new synthetic records to increase those
outputs. To accomplish this, the algorithm generates (using CPLEX)
a new data record xi that maximizes the value of the selected queries.
After all T iterations have finished, the algorithm outputs the union
of all T generated records. Note that the algorithm has no method for
decreasing the output value of any query—so our simplified variant will
only work well if we start from an empty set of synthetic records and
use queries with non-negative outputs on the true private data.
The full version of the algorithm (see Gaboardi et al., 2014) includes
an update rate η and target accuracy metrics α and β. The optimization steps in lines 2 and 7 are relaxed to allow the solver to return
“good enough” data records for achieving the desired accuracy, which
improves solving time. The full algorithm also replaces the explicit use
of the exponential mechanism with a sampling step from an equivalent
distribution over queries.
Privacy. The only use of the private data D is via the exponential
mechanism (line 6); the computationally challenging steps (generating
new data records in lines 2 and 7) do not involve the private data,
so they can be easily outsourced to an external solver. The algorithm
involves s(T − 1) uses of the exponential mechanism, for a total privacy
cost (by sequential composition) of sϵ(T − 1). The sensitivity of the
score function ui is complicated slightly by the fact that it performs a
summation; for iteration i, if each query q ∈ Q is 1-sensitive, the score
function has sensitivity ∆ui = i − 1. Note that the sensitivity of the
score function increases with the iteration number.
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Theorem 5.1. The DualQuery algorithm satisfies (ϵ, 0)-differential
privacy.
Properties. As mentioned earlier, the algorithm does not maintain
a distribution over the universe of data records, so its scalability is
limited only by the solver’s ability to generate new data records. In
an empirical evaluation, Gaboardi et al. demonstrate the use of DualQuery to generate synthetic approximations for datasets of up to
17,770 dimensions.
Unlike MWEM, DualQuery is not useful in an online setting, because it does not compute accurate measurements for queries of interest
during its execution. Accurate answers for queries in the workload can
only be obtained after all iterations have been completed.
Finally, DualQuery tends to produce less accurate answers than
MWEM, when MWEM is applicable (see Gaboardi et al., 2014). The
strength of DualQuery is its ability to handle higher-dimensional
data, rather than the accuracy of its results.
5.2

PrivBayes

PrivBayes, proposed by Zhang et al., 2014, is a differentially private
algorithm that publishes high-dimensional data. This algorithm aims
to approximate the set of high-dimensional distribution from a set of
carefully chosen set of data-dependent low-dimensional marginals. To
achieve this goal, PrivBayes considers the following structure for a
database with attribute set A = {A1 , . . . , Ad }.
A Bayesian network N on A is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) over
these attributes and models conditional independence among attributes
using directed edges. This network N is defined as a set of d attributeparent pairs, (X1 , Π1 ), . . . , (Xd , Πd ), such that (i) each Xi is a unique
attribute in A; (ii) the parent set of Xi in N , Πi , is a subset of the
attributes in A\{Xi }; (iii) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ d, we have Xj ∈
/ Πi , i.e.,
there is no edge from Xj to Xi in N — this ensures that the network is
acyclic. The degree of N is defined as the maximum size of any parent
set Πi in N .
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Let Pr[A] denote the full distribution of tuples in database D. This
joint probability can be approximated with d conditional distributions
based on the attribute-parent pairs in N , i.e.,
P r[A] = P r[X1 , . . . , Xk ] =

d
Y

Pr[Xi |Πi ]

(5.1)

i=1

A good approximation of Pr[A] requires that (i) N accurately captures the conditional independence among the attributes in A; (ii)
the d conditional distributions are accurately learned from the data.
If N has a small degree, then the learning of the conditional distributions is simply learning of d low-dimensional joint distributions
(Pr[X1 , Π1 ], . . . , Pr[Xd , Πd ]).
Based on this idea, PrivBayes consists of the following three steps.
Step 1. Network learning: This step takes in a privacy budget ϵ/2
and the private data to construct a k-degree Bayesian network N over
attributes in D (k is a small value that can be chosen automatically by
PrivBayes). PrivBayes takes a greedy approach to add attribute-parent
pairs into the network. First, it randomly picks an attribute X1 from
A and adds (X1 , ∅) to an empty network N . Next, among all possible
attribute-parent sets (X, Π) where X is from the remaining attributes
and Π is a subset of the attributes that have been added to the current
N , PrivBayes applies exponential mechanism to pick the “best” pair
and add it to N . This process repeats until all attributes in A have an
attribute-parent pair in N .
The first-cut exponential mechanism for picking the best attributeparent pair considers a popular score function in a non-private setting,
the mutual information between attributes I(X, Π), but this score
function is highly sensitive and allows the exponential mechanism to
output a poor choice of attribute-parent pair. Hence, PrivBayes define
a new notion maximum joint distribution for an attribute-parent pair
(X, Π) as the joint distribution that maximizes the mutual information
between X and Π, denoted by Pr⋄ [X, Π]. This new function has a small
sensitivity n1 and it is also a good replacement of I(X, Π) — if Pr⋄ [X, Π]
is large, then I(X, Π) tends to be large. The computation time for
this new function is O(n2k ), but in practice, PrivBayes only considers
low-degree Bayesian networks, so the algorithm is still practical.
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Step 2. Distribution learning: The remaining privacy budget
ϵ/2 is spent to compute the necessary differentially private distributions
of the data in the subspaces of the Bayesian network. Let the maximum
degree of the network N be k. This step first materializes the joint distribution Pr[Xi , Πi ] for i ∈ [k + 1, d] and then perturbs them by Laplace
noise with scale 4(d − k)/(nϵ). Based on the noisy joint distribution
Pr∗ [Xi |Πi ], we can obtain all the conditional distributions P r[Xi |Πi ]
for all i = 1, . . . , d. This step satisfies (ϵ/2, 0)-differential privacy.
Step 3. Data synthesis: We can approximate the distribution of
Q
the tuples in D using the noisy distributions, i.e., Pr∗ [A] = ki Pr∗ [Xi |Πi ]
and then sample tuples from Pr∗ [A]. However, this is very costly. Instead, PrivBayes perform sampling without materializing Pr∗ [A], but
sample the attributes of each tuple in an increasing order or i, such
that we will be able to sample Xj from Pr∗ [Xj |Πj ] given the previous
sampled attributes. In this way, a synthetic database D∗ with the same
size as D is generated.
Privacy. Step 1 and Step 2 spent half of the privacy budget each and
by sequential composition, they achieve (ϵ, 0)-differential privacy. Step 3
is simply a post-processing step that uses the private network structure
and the joint distribution to sample records.
Theorem 5.2. The PrivBayes algorithm satisfies (ϵ, 0)-differential privacy.
Properties. The paper shows a utility guarantee for the noisy distributions learned in step 1 – the ratio of average scale of information to
n·ϵ
average scale of noise is no less than (d−k)·2
k+3 . In addition, the paper
evaluated the PrivBayes algoirthm on two types of tasks: (i) build all
α-way marginals of a dataset; and (ii) simultaneously train multiple
SVM classifiers on a dataset, where each classifier predicts one attribute
in the data based on all other attributes.

5.3. HDMM
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HDMM

The high-dimensional matrix mechanism (HDMM) proposed by McKenna et al., 2018 extends the basic Matrix Mechanism by Li et al.,
2015 (Section 4.2) for answering a workload of predicate counting
queries for high-dimensional datasets. This approach exploits a compact
representation to efficiently search (a subset of) the space of differentially
private algorithms for one that answers the input query workload with
high accuracy. HDMM first represents the query workloads W using
an implicit matrix representation W. Then it selects the optimized
strategy A using this implicit representation W. Next, it applies Laplace
mechanism to get noisy answer y for this strategy A and infers answers
to the implicitly vectorized data x′ from (A, y). Last, the HDMM returns
the answer Wx′ . This algorithm satisfies the same privacy guarantee
as the Laplace mechanism. Readers can refer to Section 4.2 for the
details of the Matrix Mechanism. In this section, we will focus on (i)
the compact representation of the workload and the data, and (ii) the
accuracy optimization based on the compact representation.
Implicit Representations. In the Matrix Mechanism, a data vector
x represents the count for each tuple in the full domain dom(A1 ) ×
· · · dom(Ak ). A predicate counting query ϕ on x is represented by a
length-n vector w, where each entry equal to ϕ(t) ∈ {0, 1} for each tuple
t ∈ dom(A1 )×· · ·×dom(Ak ). Given a predicate [ϕ]A1 defined on a single
attribute A1 , where ∥dom(A1 )| = n1 , we can vectorize this predicate
with respect to just the domain of A1 instead of the full domain of all
attributes. For a predicate that is formed from the conjunction of such
single attribute predicates, its vectorized form has a concise implicit
representation in terms of the kronecker product, denoted by ⊗, between
vectors. A length n vector is treated as an 1 × n matrix.
Definition 5.1 (Kronecker Product). For two matrices A ∈ Rm×n and
′
′
′
′
B ∈ Rm ×n , their Kronecker product A ⊗ B ∈ Rm·m ×n·n is:




a11 B · · · a1n B
 . .


. . ... 
A ⊗ B =  ..

am1 B· · ·amn B
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Theorem 5.3 (Implicit Vectorization). Let ϕ = [ϕ1 ]A1 ∧ [ϕ2 ]A2 be a
predicate defined by the condjuction of ϕ1 and ϕ2 on attributes A1 and
A2 . Then, vec(ϕ) = vec(ϕ1 ) ⊗ vec(ϕ2 ).
The explicit representation of vec(ϕ) has size n1 · n2 , but the implicit
representation, vec(ϕ1 ) ⊗ vec(ϕ2 ) requires storing only vec(ϕ1 ) and
vec(ϕ2 ) of size n1 + n2 . This representation can be generalized to a set
of predicates.
Theorem 5.4. Given predicate sets Φ = [ϕ1 , . . . , ϕp ]A1 and Ψ = [ψ1 , . . . ,
ψr ]A2 , on attributes A1 and A2 , the vectorized product is defined in
terms of matrices vec(Φ) and vec(Ψ): vec(Φ × Ψ) = vec(Φ) ⊗ vec(Ψ).
Given a set of predicate counting queries on the full domain W =
{q1 , . . . , qk } and weights w1 , . . . , wk , HDMM proposes a way to convert
them into an implicit representation workload matrix. For each qi ∈ W,
where qi = [Φi1 ]A1 × · · · × [Φid ]Ad , its implict representation is
Wi = vec(Φi1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ vec(Φid ).
Hence, the implicit workload is represented as
w1 W1
w1 (vec(Φ11 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ vec(Φ1d ))
 .  

..
..
..
 

=
.
.
.
 ..  = 



W[k]

wk Wk







(5.2)

wk (vec(Φk1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ vec(Φkd ))

Besides saving the storage cost, this implicit representation of the
workload accelerates the key steps of the Matrix Mechanism. First,
the matrix product can be computed using the implicit representation.
Given a matrix with its implicit representation W = W1 ⊗ · · · Wd , we
have WT W = W1T W ⊗ · · · WdT W. Second, a critical step is to compute
the pseudoinverse of the strategy matrix A on the full domain. Given the
implicit representation of A as A = A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ad , its pseudoinverse can
+
be implicitly represented as A+ = A+
the sensitivity
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ad . Lastly,
Q
of the strategy matrix can be calculated as ∥A∥1 = di=1 ∥Ai ∥1 .
Optimization. Recall that the goal of the Matrix Mechanism in Section 4.2 is to find a strategy A that (a) supports the input workload W
while (b) offering minimum expected total squared error (Equation 4.3).
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HDMM limits the search space of the strategy matrix to a small class
of strategies, p-identity matrix:
" #

A(Θ) =

I
D
Θ

(5.3)

where I is the identity matrix and D = diag(1N + 1p Θ)−1 . D is a
diagnoal matrix that scales the columns of A(Θ) so that ∥A∥ = 1. The
p × n values in Θ determines the weights of the p queries as well as
the weights on the identity queries (where a lower weight query will
be answered with greater noise). The optimization problem becomes
parameterized in terms of Θ:
min

A∈A(Θ)|Θ∈Rp×n
+

∥WA+ ∥2F .

(5.4)

This optimization problem does not guarantee the optimal strategy
matrix, but it reduces the number of variables and allow more effective
gradient-based optimization. Given strategy A, the objective function,
∂C
denoted by C(A), and the gradient function, denoted by ∂A
, are defined
as
C(A) = ∥WA+ ∥2F = tr[(A+ A)(W+ W)]
(5.5)
∂C
= −2A(AT A)+ (WT W)AT A+
(5.6)
∂A
Given any p-Identity strategy A(Θ), both the obejctive function and
the gradient can be evaluated in O(pn2 ) time. Despite the performance
improvement over MM, this parametized optimization is only feasible
for special workloads and low-dimensional data.
To address high-dimensional data, a series of optimization is used
in HDMM based on the implicit representation of the workloads. The
key idea is to decompose a strategy optimization problem on a multidimensional workload into a sequence of optimization problems on
individual attributes.
5.4

PGM

Probabilistic graphical-model (PGM) based estimation and inference is
applied by McKenna et al., 2019 to improve the accuracy and scalability
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of many state-of-the-art mechanisms. Differing from all the differential
private mechanisms introduced earlier, PGM is a post-processing step,
and hence costs no additional privacy budget. It can be applied as a
pluggable subroutine that could be used within the three prior techniques
(DualQuery, PrivBayes, and HDMM).
Let y be a set of answers for workload queries W outputted by an
ϵ-differentially private mechanism (e.g. DualQuery, PrivBayes, HDMM).
The goal of PGM is to derive answers to a possibly different workload
queries W′ , given y. Prior work first estimate a full contingency table p̂ from the given measurements y that minimizes a loss function
L(p) = ∥Wp̂ − y∥ and then infer the new query answers W ′ p̂. However,
this approach does not scale to high dimensions since the size of the
full contingency table is exponential in the dimensions while the first
workload queries W are often over low-dimensional queries.
Instead of estimating the full contingency table, PGM considers
P
a graphical model pθ (x) = z1 exp( C∈C θC (xC )) over marginals xC
to model the data distribution of the input data x. Given the set of
marginals associated to y, PGM searches for the best parameter vector
θ such that the graphical model pθ (x) has maximum entropy among
all p̂ with these marginals. In this way, the structure of the graphical
model is determined by y, such that no information is lost compared
to a full contingency table representation. Moreover, its representation
is much more compact when expressing the measurements in y over a
low-dimensional marginal. After p̂θ has been estimated, PGM uses it to
infer answers to new queries without materializing the full contingency
table representation.
Readers can refer to the paper (McKenna et al., 2019) for the details.
It is shown that incorporating PGM estimation significantly reduces
the error. For example, for PrivBayes, workload errors can be improved
up by 7x and for DualQuery, an error reductions up to 4.4x. Moreover,
incorporating PGM estimation into MWEM and HDMM enables these
algorithms to be feasible on the larger datasets and query workloads.

6
Mechanisms for Highly Sensitive Queries

The techniques described so far have all leveraged global sensitivity
(defined in Definitions 6.1 and 2.3), which considers all possible pairs
of neighboring databases. For some queries, global sensitivity is unbounded, because the maximum difference in the query’s output on two
neighboring databases depends on the data.
One common example is counting triangles in a graph. An example of such
C
a graph is shown in Figure 6.1; it contains two triangles (ABC and BCD). We
D
might describe this graph in a database
using one row per edge; in this setting, A
neighboring databases represent graphs
B
differing in exactly one edge.
Consider what happens if we remove
Figure 6.1: A graph that induces
the edge BC—the resulting graph has no unbounded global sensitivity for
triangles. This is a neighboring database triangle-counting.
to the one in Figure 6.1—we have removed a single edge from the graph—but the query’s output changed
by 2. If three triangles contained the edge BC, then the output would
change by 3.
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It turns out that for any bound we might posit on the global
sensitivity of the triangle-counting query, it is possible to construct a
graph that violates the bound. The global sensitivity of the trianglecounting query is unbounded.
A triangle-counting query can be considered as a self-join query on
a table of edges. In general, queries involving join operators encounter
unbounded global sensitivity. Even simple aggregates like the median of
an attribute can have a high sensitivity. Adding or removing a record
can change the median from the smallest possible value in the domain
to the largest possible value. Hence, it is important to design algorithms
for highly sensitive queries.
There are two common approaches for handling queries like these
under differential privacy: local sensitivity, described next and used in
three of the four techniques described in this chapter, and truncation
or Lipschitz extension, described in Section 6.5.
6.1

Local Sensitivity

Local sensitivity (Nissim et al., 2007) is similar to global sensitivity,
except that it considers only neighbors of the true database being
considered (instead of considering all pairs of neighbors).
Definition 6.1 (l1 local sensitivity). The l1 local sensitivity of a function
f : D → Rk on database instance x is
LS1 (f, x) =

max

(x,D2 )∈Nd (D)

∥f (x) − f (D2 )∥1 .

Note that x is the actual database being used to run the query f ,
and the max quantifies only over D2 . The l2 local sensitivity is obtained
by replacing the l1 -norm in the definition by the l2 -norm.
The local sensitivity of the triangle-counting query mentioned earlier
is bounded, because it considers only neighbors of the actual graph we
are querying. For the example graph in Figure 6.1, the local sensitivity
of the triangle-counting query is 2—by adding or removing an edge in
that graph, we can change the query’s output by at most 2 triangles.
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Unlike global sensitivity, local sensitivity depends on the database (in
addition to the query). As a result, local sensitivity is itself sensitive—
it might reveal information about the data. Nissim et al. provide a
compelling example using a median query, in which local sensitivity
can reveal the median itself. Because of this challenge, approaches
have been developed that allow the use of local sensitivity without
leaking information about the data; we discuss three of them in the
next sections.
6.2

Propose-Test-Release

The Propose-Test-Release (PTR) framework (Dwork and Lei, 2009)
allows releasing results with Laplace noise calibrated to local sensitivity
with (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy. The framework has three steps:
1. The analyst proposes a sensitivity b.
2. The framework performs a differentially private test to check that
the true database is “far” from one with local sensitivity higher
than b.
3. If the test passes, the results of the query are released with Laplace
noise scaled to bϵ .
Clearly, b does not reveal anything about the data, because the analyst
has proposed it. The check that the true database is far from one with
local sensitivity higher than b is itself differentially private, so the
information leakage from the test can be bounded. The PTR approach
thus sidesteps the problem of local sensitivity leaking information by
applying differential privacy.
PTR satisfies (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy (instead of pure ϵ-differential
privacy) because there is a chance the test in step (2) passes “by
accident.” The test is itself randomized (to satisfy differential privacy),
and the noise in the test can cause it to pass even though b is not a
“good” proposal. In this case, the noise added in step (3) is not actually
sufficient to satisfy ϵ-differential privacy. The δ parameter for PTR
quantifies the chances that the test passes “by accident.”
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To define PTR formally, we need a way to measure how “far” a
database is from one with high local sensitivity. We adopt the following
definition (Nissim et al., 2007) of the local sensitivity at distance k,
which measures the following: imagine you add or remove k records
in the database x, in a worst-case manner that maximizes the local
sensitivity of the new database you construct (we say that the new
database is “at distance k from x”). Then measure the local sensitivity
of that new database.
Definition 6.2 (Local Sensitivity at Distance). (Nissim et al., 2007, Definition 3.1). The local sensitivity of f at distance k from database x
is:
(k)
Af (x) = max LS1 (f, y)
d(x,y)≤k

Theorem 6.1 (Propose-test-release). (adapted from Dwork and Lei,
2009). The following mechanism satisfies (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy:
1. Propose: Propose a target bound b on local sensitivity.
(k)

2. Test: Let d = arg mink (Af (x) > b).
If d + Lap( 1ϵ ) ≤

log(2/δ)
,
ϵ

return ⊥.

3. Release: Return f (x) + Lap( bϵ ).
The key to the privacy of PTR is that the distance d has a global
sensitivity of 1, so adding Laplace noise to d with the scale 1ϵ satisfies
ϵ-differential privacy. The right-hand side of the test is defined so that
the test succeeds by accident with probability at most δ (by the fact
that if Y ∼ Lap(b), then Pr[|Y | ≥ t · b] = exp(−t)).
When to use Propose-Test-Release. PTR is relatively easy to apply,
and conceptually easy to understand. The major challenge is typically
(k)
calculating Af —doing so directly would seem to require calculating
local sensitivity for all possible databases at distance k. For this reason,
most applications of PTR use an efficiently-computed upper bound on
(k)
Af that is domain-specific (i.e. works only for a specific class of queries
f ). We will see some examples in Chapter 7.

6.3. Smooth Sensitivity
6.3
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Smooth Sensitivity

An alternative approach for safely leveraging local sensitivity is smooth
sensitivity (Nissim et al., 2007). Smooth sensitivity works by ensuring
that the sensitivity is “smooth enough” that the noise used to achieve
privacy also prevents information leakage from the sensitivity itself.
To accomplish this, Nissim et al. use the concept of β-smoothness to
quantify how smooth the sensitivity is.
Definition 6.3 (β-smoothness (Nissim et al., 2007)). A function f is
β-smooth if for all neighboring databases x and y:
f (x) ≤ eβ f (y)
To apply smooth sensitivity, we will need to show that the measure
of sensitivity we want to use is β-smooth, and that it is an upper bound
on local sensitivity.
Definition 6.4 (Smooth bound on local sensitivity (Nissim et al., 2007,
Definition 2.1)). For β > 0, a function S : X n → R is a β-smooth upper
bound on the local sensitivity of f if:
• S(x) is an upper bound on LS1 (f, x): ∀x ∈ X n . S(x) ≥ LS1 (f, x)
• S(x) is β-smooth: ∀x, y ∈ X n , d(x, y) = 1. S(x) ≤ eβ · S(y)
One way to achieve this definition is to force the function to be β-smooth,
by explicitly examining the local sensitivity of nearby databases. If we
find one with very high local sensitivity, then our smooth upper bound
should use that local sensitivity instead, “discounted” according to
the distance between the true database and the one with high local
sensitivity.
Definition 6.5 (Smooth sensitivity (Nissim et al., 2007, Definition 2.2)).
For β > 0, the β-smooth local sensitivity of f is:


∗
Sf,β
(x) = maxn LS1 (f, y) · e−βd(x,y)
y∈X
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∗ (x) is virtually impossible to calculate
In practice, the value Sf,β
directly, because it requires considering the local sensitivity of all
databases (no matter how far they are from the true database). Instead,
practical applications of smooth sensitivity typically use a functionspecific β-smooth upper bound on local sensitivity that can be efficiently
calculated. Nissim et al. give examples for the median, minimum, cost
of a minimum spanning tree, and triangle-counting functions.

Calibrating noise to smooth sensitivity. Achieving differential privacy
using a β-smooth upper bound on local sensitivity requires scaling
noise in a slightly different way than we saw earlier for global sensitivity.
Nissim et al. present a framework of (α, β)-admissible noise distributions
to specify these requirements. Here, we describe several useful examples—
for noise drawn from the Cauchy, Laplace, and Gaussian distributions.
Lemma 6.2 (Cauchy distribution (Nissim et al., 2007, Lemma 2.7)). For
γ > 0, if S(x) is a β-smooth upper bound on the local sensitivity of f
ϵ
for β = 2d(γ+1)
and Z is sampled from the generalized (d-dimensional)
1
Cauchy distribution with density h(z) ∝ 1+|z|
γ , then the following
mechanism satisfies (ϵ, 0)-differential privacy:
M(x) = f (x) +

2(γ + 1) · S(x)
·Z
ϵ

Lemma 6.3 (Laplace distribution (Nissim et al., 2007, Lemma 2.9)).
If S(x) is a β-smooth upper bound on the local sensitivity of f for
ϵ
β = 4(d+ln(2/δ))
and Z is sampled from the d-dimensional Laplace
distribution, then the following mechanism satisfies (ϵ, δ)-differential
privacy:
2S(x)
·Z
M(x) = f (x) +
ϵ
Lemma 6.4 (Gaussian distribution (Nissim et al., 2007, Lemma 2.10)).
If S(x) is a β-smooth upper bound on the l2 local sensitivity of f for
ϵ
β = 4(d+ln(2/δ))
and Z is sampled from the d-dimensional Gaussian
distribution, then the following mechanism satisfies (ϵ, δ)-differential
privacy:
p
5 2 ln(2/δ) · S(x)
M(x) = f (x) +
·Z
ϵ
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When to use Smooth Sensitivity. Because it is challenging to apply,
smooth sensitivity is not as commonly used as global sensitivity-based
approaches. As mentioned earlier, efficiently bounding smooth sensitivity
can be extremely challenging. Smooth sensitivity also requires extra
noise compared to global sensitivity—the definitions above all have a
constant factor of at least 2—so using smooth sensitivity usually does
not make sense when it is possible to bound global sensitivity.
In addition, the definition of smooth sensitivity is tied to a specific
definition of neighboring databases—the one associated with bounded
differential privacy (see Section 2). Smooth sensitivity, as originally
defined, cannot be used to achieve unbounded differential privacy.
However, smooth sensitivity can be extremely useful when there is no
way to bound global sensitivity directly. In these cases, all approaches
for achieving differential privacy require making tradeoffs, and the
requirements of smooth sensitivity may be more reasonable than the
alternatives. We will see an example of its use in practice in Chapter 7.
6.4

Sample & Aggregate

The Sample & Aggregate framework (Nissim et al., 2007) is another way
to take advantage of local sensitivity, and does not require computing
local sensitivity directly. For a query function f : D → A and a differentially private aggregation function M : P(A) → Rd , the Sample &
Aggregate framework takes the following steps:
1. Sample: Split the database D into k disjoint chunks D1 , . . . , Dk .
2. Run f : Calculate the query’s answer on each chunk: ai = f (Di )
for i ∈ 1, . . . , k.
3. Aggregate: Release the result of running the aggregation mechanism M on the answers: M(a1 , . . . , ak ).
Note that since the chunks D1 , . . . , Dk constructed in step (1) are
disjoint, each record in D will appear in exactly one chunk. This means
that each record influences exactly one answer ai —so adding or removing
a record in the input database will cause at most one of the ai s to change.
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Instantiating M. One common way to instantiate the aggregation
function M is with a differentially private mean. If the expected range
of outputs of f is known ahead of time, we can use the a clipped mean
mechanism, which satisfies ϵ-differential privacy:
1. Clip answers: Let a′i = max(lowerBound, min(upperBound, ai )).
2. Noisy sum: Let s =

P

k
′
i=1 ai





+ Lap

upperBound−lowerBound
ϵ



.

3. Noisy mean: Release ks .
In many cases, it is difficult to bound the output range of f tightly.
In these cases, an adaptive algorithm can be used to find the mean
(e.g. Smith, 2011). However, such algorithms are often slower and less
accurate than the simple clipped mean.
When to use Sample & Aggregate. The primary benefit of Sample &
Aggregate is that no bound on the sensitivity of the query f is required—
it works for any f , no matter how sensitive. In particular, Sample &
Aggregate can work well when f ’s sensitivity depends on the data—
especially when f ’s worst-case sensitivity is high, but its average-case
sensitivity is low (for example, when calculating the median). Sample
& Aggregate can take advantage of low average-case sensitivity in these
cases.
The challenge in applying Sample & Aggregate lies in dealing with
the potentially uncertain output range of f . In effect, the framework
shifts the burden from proving a bound on the sensitivity of f , to
estimating the range of f ’s output.
If f ’s output definitely lies in a certain range (e.g. a machine learning
classifier with a finite set of output classes), then the clipped mean
can be easily applied. However, many important queries do not have
this property, and instead have data-dependent output ranges (e.g. the
median). In these cases, Sample & Aggregate can be effectively applied
if the analyst already knows something about the range of the data
(e.g. upper and lower bounds), but it can be very challenging to apply
otherwise.
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The privacy of Sample & Aggregate is easy to see: we argue above
that exactly one of the ai ’s differs between two neighboring databases,
regardless of f ’s sensitivity, so if M satisfies ϵ-differential privacy, then
the whole framework does too. It is not so easy to prove general accuracy
bounds for this framework, since accuracy depends heavily on the data.
6.5

Lipschitz Extensions

When the global sensitivity of a query is unbounded, it is sometimes
possible to modify the query to force it to have bounded global sensitivity.
One way of formalizing these transformations is via Lipschitz extensions
(Kasiviswanathan et al., 2013; Blocki et al., 2013; Raskhodnikova and
Smith, 2015).
Definition 6.6 (Lipschitz constant (Raskhodnikova and Smith, 2015)).
Let f : X → Y be a function from a domain X to a range Y with
associated distance measures dX and dY . Function f has Lipschitz
constant c (equivalently, is c-Lipschitz) if dY (f (x), f (x′ )) ≤ c · dX (x, x′ )
for all x, x′ ∈ X.
The notion of a Lipschitz constant can be seen as a generalization
of global sensitivity to arbitrary distances. If a function f is c-Lipschitz,
then its global sensitivity is bounded by c.
Definition 6.7 (Lipschitz extension (Raskhodnikova and Smith, 2015)).
Consider a domain X and a range Y with associated distance measures
dX and dY , and let X ′ ⊂ X. Fix constants c > 0 and s ≥ 1. Given a
c-Lipschitz function f ′ : X ′ → Y , a function f : X → Y is a Lipschitz
extension of f ′ from X ′ to X with stretch s if
• f is an extension of f ′ , that is, f (x) = f ′ (x) on all x ∈ X ′ and
• f is s · c-Lipschitz.
If s = 1, then we call f a Lipschitz extension of f ′ from X ′ to X
(omitting the stretch).
In the context of differential privacy, the idea of a Lipschitz extension
is to find a subset of all databases (X ′ ) such that the desired query
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(f ′ ) has low global sensitivity on the “good” subset, then construct
a transformed query (f ) that gives the same output on the “good”
databases while maintaining low global sensitivity over all databases.
Applying the Lipschitz extension. The function f in Definition 6.7 has
bounded global sensitivity, due to the definition of c-Lipschitz. Hence,
if we know a way to transform a function f ′ into a c-Lipschitz extension
f , then we can achieve differential privacy for f ′ by running f instead
and adding noise scaled to its global sensitivity.
The challenge of applying the Lipschitz extension idea comes in
transforming f ′ into f . A common strategy is clipping—we construct f
from f ′ as follows:
f (x) = f ′ (clip(x))
Here, the clip function transforms a value x ∈ X to a value clip(x) ∈ X ′
(i.e. clip has the type X → X ′ ). The key observation is that many
functions f ′ are already c-Lipschitz, if the right clipping function is
chosen. For example, if f ′ is the triangle-counting query described at
the beginning of this Chapter, then we can use a clip function which
ensures the degree of each node in the graph is bounded by a constant
c (e.g. by throwing out edges beyond this bound). With this definition
of clip, the construction above is indeed a Lipschitz extension of the
triangle counting query; it has global sensitivity bounded by c, and we
can achieve differential privacy for f in the usual way (e.g. by adding
Laplace noise scaled to cϵ ).
When to use Lipschitz extensions. The idea of Lipschitz extensions
(and associated ideas of clipping) are used in many other mechanism
definitions, including some that we will discuss in Chapter 7. Lipschitz
extensions are typically used in this way: as a building block in constructing larger mechanisms that serve a specific purpose. In particular,
the construction of the Lipschitz extension depends heavily on the
application, and no single approach for this construction works well in
all cases.
The primary advantage of this approach is the ability to leverage
global sensitivity rather than local sensitivity. The use of global sensitiv-
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ity simplifies the privacy analysis of the larger mechanism and usually
results in less total noise.
The main challenge in constructing a good Lipschitz extension comes
in minimizing the amount of information thrown away by the extension.
Our example construction above actually discards information in the
underlying data—in that case, by throwing out edges beyond a bound.
In our example, setting c small may reduce the function’s sensitivity, but
it also results in potentially more information thrown away. Achieving
good accuracy using this approach therefore requires a careful balancing
of the scale of the noise against the quantity of information retained by
the extension. This balancing act is especially tricky because the optimal
setting often depends on the data. If this tradeoff can be successfully
navigated, then approaches based on Lipschitz extensions can often add
less noise than the other techniques described in this chapter and thus
produce more accurate results.

7
Mechanisms for Multi-Relational Databases

The mechanisms we have seen so far are limited to databases of a single
table. This chapter discusses approaches for answering queries over
multi-relational databases—databases that include multiple tables. This
setting is particularly challenging for two main reasons.
First, defining neighboring databases and hence privacy for multiple
tables depends on the constraints between the tables. A naive approach is
to join the multiple tables into a single table and apply differentially private mechanisms for a single table. This approach does not only increase
the storage cost and the query processing time in many cases, but also
fails to provide sufficient privacy protection for some private tables. For
example, consider the database of Figure 7.1 with schema Person(pid,
age, hid) and Household(hid, st, type). Person.pid is a foreign
key to Household. The single table representation of this database only
supports neighboring databases that differ in a row of a person, not a
row of a household. Hence, a differentially private mechanism for the
Person-Household table does not provide bounded privacy guarantee
for the household.
Second, multi-relational queries containing relational joins have
unbounded global sensitivity. Consider the same example in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: A multi-relational database under foreign key constraints (left); a single
table database (right)

If a row of the Household table is removed, the foreign key relationship
between Household and Person suggests that all the persons associated
with this household should also be removed. If there is no bound on
the maximum household size, then there is no bound on the number of
persons removed in such an operation, and the sensitivity of a query on
the Person table will be unbounded.
This chapter first introduces differential privacy definitions for multirelational databases, and then describes three different methods for
handling highly sensitive queries that involve joins.
7.1

Defining Privacy for Multi-Relational Databases

To design differential privacy mechanisms for multi-relational databases,
we first need to define the meaning of differential privacy for them, and
also specify the set of admissible queries over multi-relational databases.
We will formalize these notions using the notation of Kotsogiannis et al.,
2019.
A multi-relational database consists of relations S = (R1 , . . . , Rk ),
and each relation has a set of attributes attr(Ri ). We will denote the
domain of an attribute A ∈ attr(R) by dom(A), and the domain of a
set of attributes A ⊆ attr(R) as dom(A) = ΠA∈A dom(A). The domain
of a relation R is dom(attrs(R)).
Neighboring databases. To define differential privacy for a multirelational database, we must first define the notion of neighboring
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databases. The decision about how to do this has important consequences for the privacy property that results, and several different
definitions exist. We begin with the simplest (and most limited) definition of neighboring databases, used by PINQ (§ 7.3) and Flex (§ 7.4):
neighboring databases have the same set of relations and attributes,
and differ in exactly one row of one relation. We can define this notion
for both unbounded and bounded differential privacy (introduced in
Chapter 2).
Definition 7.1 (One-row neighbors for multi-relational databases—unbounded differential privacy). Two multi-relational databases D1 and D2
with the same set of relations (and attributes) (R1 , . . . , Rk ) are one-row
neighbors under unbounded differential privacy if:
• D1 contains exactly one more record than D2
• There exists exactly one relation Ri ∈ {R1 , . . . , Rk }, and exactly
one record r ∈ Ri , such that r ∈ D1 but r ̸∈ D2
• All other records in D1 and D2 are identical
The PINQ system (§ 7.3) uses this definition for neighboring databases,
and targets unbounded differential privacy.
Definition 7.2 (One-row neighbors for multi-relational databases—bounded
differential privacy). Two multi-relational databases D1 and D2 with
the same set of relations (and attributes) (R1 , . . . , Rk ) are one-row
neighbors under bounded differential privacy if:
• D1 and D2 have the same number of records
• There exists exactly one relation Ri ∈ {R1 , . . . , Rk } such that D1
and D2 differ in exactly one record in Ri (i.e. the record that
differs does not “switch relations”)
• All other records in D1 and D2 are identical
The Flex system (§ 7.4) uses this definition, and targets bounded differential privacy. Neither of these definitions is capable of capturing the
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Person-Household foreign key constraint mentioned at the beginning
of this chapter. Instead, under these definitions, we may construct a
neighboring database by removing a household without removing the
corresponding persons from the Person table.
Beyond one-row neighbors: multi-relations with constraints. The
PrivateSQL system (§ 7.5) uses a richer notion of neighboring databases
based on database-specific privacy policies to specify privacy notions
at multiple resolutions. The neighboring definition considers key constraints within databases, denoted by C, in particular primary and
foreign key constraints. When one row of a relation is removed, multiple
rows from another table need to be removed due to the presence of a
foreign key constraint.
A key is an attribute A or a set of attributes A that act as the
primary key for a relation to uniquely identify its rows. We denote the
set of keys in a relation R by keys(R). A foreign key is a key used to
link two relations.
Definition 7.3. Given relations R, S and primary key Apk in R, a foreign
key can be defined as:
S.Af k → R.Apk ≡ S Af k ⋉Apk R = S
where the semijoin is the multiset {s | s ∈ S, ∃r, s[A] = r[B]}. That
is, for every row in s ∈ S there is exactly one row r ∈ R such that
s[Af k ] = r[Apk ]. We say that row s ∈ S refers to row r ∈ R (s → r),
and that relation S refers to relation R (S → R). The attribute (or set
of attributes) Af k is called the foreign key.
A set of k tables D = (D1 , . . . , Dk ) is called a valid database instance
of (R1 , . . . , Rk ) under the schema S and constraints C if D satisfies all the
constraints in C. All valid database instances under (S, C) are denoted
by dom(S, C).
Given a database relational schema S, PrivateSQL defines a privacy
policy as a pair P = (R, ϵ), where R is a relation of S and ϵ is the privacy
loss associated with the entity in R. The relation R is denoted as the
primary private relation. The output of a mechanism enforcing P = (R, ϵ)
does not significantly change with the addition/removal of rows in R.
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Figure 7.2: Neighboring database instances under Household Policy (left); Neighboring database instances under Person Policy (right).

To capture privacy policies and key constraints, PrivateSQL defines
a notion of neighboring databases inspired by Blowfish privacy (He et
al., 2014). For two database instances D and D′ , we say that D is a
strict superset of D′ (denoted by D ⊐ D′ ) if (a) ∀i, Di ⊇ Di′ and (b)
∃i, Di ⊃ Di′ . That is, all records that appear in D′ also appear in D and
there is at least one row in a relation of D that does not appear in D′ .
Definition 7.4 (Neighboring Databases). Given a schema S with a set
of foreign key constraints C, and a privacy policy P = (Ri , ϵ), for a
valid database instance D = (D1 , . . . , Dk ) ∈ dom(S, C), we denote by
⊖C (D, Ri ) a set of databases such that ∀D′ ∈ ⊖C (D, Ri ):
• ∃r ∈ Di , but r ̸∈ Di′ , and
• D′ satisfies C, and
• ̸ ∃D′′ that satisfies C and D ⊐ D′′ ⊐ D′ .
That is, D′ is a valid database instance that results from deleting a
minimal set of records from D, including r. We call database instances
D, D′ neighboring databases w.r.t. relation Ri if D′ ∈ ⊖C (D, Ri ).
For example, consider the database instances from Figure 7.1 that
has a foreign key constrain between Person table and Household table.
We show two types of privacy policy in Figure 7.2. The pair of neighboring tables are under Person privacy policy P = (Person, ϵ). When
person p10 is removed, the Household table is unchanged. However,
under the Household privacy policy P = (Household, ϵ), removing h02
from the Household table results in deleting two rows in the Person
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table. For this case, neighboring databases differ in both the primary private relation Household as well as a secondary private relation Person.
Definition 7.5 (DP for Multiple Relations with Constraints). Given a
schema S with foreign key constraints C and privacy policy P = (R, ϵ)
be a policy. A mechanism M : dom(S, C) → Ω is P -differentially private
if for every set of outputs O ⊆ Ω, ∀D ∈ dom(S, C), and ∀D′ ∈ ⊖C (D, R):
ln P r[M(D) ∈ O]/ Pr[M(D′ ) ∈ O]



≤ϵ

Most variants of differential privacy that apply to relational data can
be captured using a single private relation and foreign key constraints
on an acyclic schema (Arapinis et al., 2016; Chen and Zhou, 2013;
Karwa et al., 2011; Kasiviswanathan et al., 2013; Dwork et al., 2010; Lu
et al., 2014). For instance, a graph G = (V, E) can be represented as a
schema with relations Node(id) and Edge(src_id, dest_id) with foreign
key references from Edge to Node (src_id → id and dest_id → id).
Edge-DP (Karwa et al., 2011) is captured by P -DP by setting Edge as
the primary private relation R, Node-DP (Kasiviswanathan et al., 2013)
is captured if we set Node as R. Under the latter policy, neighboring
databases differ in one row from Node and all rows in Edge that refer to
the deleted Node rows. Similarly, user-level-DP and event-level-DP are
also captured using a database schema User(id, ...), Event(eid, uid, ...)
with events referring to users via a foreign key (uid → id). By setting the
Event (User) as the primary private relation, we get Event-DP (User-DP,
resp.) (Dwork et al., 2010).
7.2

DP Systems for Multi-relational Databases

Existing DP systems for multi-relational databases vary in their privacy guarantees, supported queries, and utility optimization techniques.
We summarize four representative systems from the literature in Table 7.1. First, for the privacy guarantees, PINQ system (McSherry,
2009) and Flex (Johnson et al., 2018) consider one-row neighbor for
multi-relational databases. Flex currently develops algorithms that
supports bounded DP. GoogleDP (Wilson et al., 2020) considers key
constraints from a user table to other tables and hence offers only one
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Table 7.1: DP Systems for Multi-relational Databases

System
PINQ

Neighbors
One-row

Class of queries
Grouping, equijoins
with group keys

Bounding sens.
Grouping first before join

GoogleDP

Constraints
(single policy)

Grouping, semijoins on
foreign key, no
correlated subqueries

Manually specified
bound + sampling

Flex

One-row

Grouping, equijoins
including self-joins,
semijoins, some
correlated subqueries

Smooth sensitivity

PrivateSQL

Constraints
(multiple
policies)

Grouping, equijoins
including self-joins,
semijoins, correlated
subqueries

Truncation +
automatically learned
threshold

type of privacy policy while PrivateSQL (Kotsogiannis et al., 2019)
considers multiple possible privacy policies over neighboring databases
with foreign key constrains (e.g. person-policy or housedhold policy in
Figure 7.2).
PINQ and GoogleDP support a very limited class of queries. Flex
supports a larger class of queries summarized in Figure 7.3. Only
counting queries with grouping (with user-defined group keys) are
supported; the language does not include subqueries or other aggregation
functions. Equijoins are supported, via queries of the form:
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM T1, T2 WHERE a = b

In addition, PrivateSQL can support equijoins and subqueries in the
where clause, which can be correlated to attributes in the outer query.
For example,
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM T1 WHERE
(SELECT COUNT(*) from T2 WHERE a=b)=2

The complete query grammar can be found in the full paper of PrivateSQL (Kotsogiannis et al., 2019).
Note that as the standard SQL GROUP BY operator leaks the active
domain. Hence, all the database systems that support DP have to handle
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Attributes
Constants
Tables

Q ::= SELECT A∗ , COUNT(*) FROM T + WHERE Exp GROUP BY A∗
Exp ::= A Op V | A Op A | Exp AND Exp | Exp OR Exp
Op ::= = | > | <
Figure 7.3: Simple Queries for Multi-Relational Databases. GROUP BY operators
require user-defined keys.

this operator carefully. In particular, when grouping is at the end of a
query, then PINQ, Flex, and PrivateSQL require analyst-specified
group keys. GoogleDP uses a slightly different approach, described in
Section 7.6.
The major challenge of supporting queries over multi-relational
databases is that global sensitivity is unbounded for counting queries
that involve joins (much like the triangle-counting query in Chapter 6).
The join of two tables T1 and T2 finds records in the two tables with
matching values for the join key; multiple rows in T2 might match a
single row in T1 , and each match results in a row in the output of the
join. Adding a new row to T1 might therefore result in many new rows
in the output of the join—the number of new rows depends on the values
in T2 .
PINQ (Section 7.3) supports only a restricted form of joins, that
allows linking unique records. GoogleDP samples a manually specified
number of samples to limit the sensitivity of a query. Flex (Section 7.4)
uses smooth sensitivity (Nissim et al., 2007) to bound the sensitivity of
join queries via local sensitivity. PrivateSQL (Section 7.5) truncates
database tables before joining, to enforce an upper bound on the global
sensitivity of joins.
As PINQ, Flex, and PrivateSQL share similar rules for their
sensitivity analysis, we summarize their rules in Table 7.2. Each one
provides a bound on sensitivity (for queries themselves) and on stability,
which bounds the difference in the outputs of relational transformations
(e.g. a join) run on two neighboring multi-relational databases (a formal
definition is given in the next section). The stability of a sequence of
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transformations is used to bound the sensitivity of a counting query
over the transformations’ results. The first key difference is that Flex
tracks a data-dependent sensitivity/stability in the table, and hence we
see x appears in the function; while PINQ and PrivateSQL tracks the
global sensitivity/stability bound. Another difference is how Flex and
PrivateSQL handle join operators. In particular, PrivateSQL keeps
track of the keys and hence obtains tighter sensitivity/stability bounds.
The specifics of each approach are discussed in the following sections.
7.3

PINQ

Privacy Integrated Queries (PINQ) proposed by McSherry, 2009 is a
platform that answers SQL-like queries on databases with a differential
privacy guarantee. This platform is built on top of LINQ declarative
query language. The techniques are generalizable to any SQL-like queries.
For each query received, the platform automatically analyzes the query
and then perturbs the query answer with the right amount of noise.
Stability. Each SQL-like query is treated as a sequence of database
transformation operators, like SELECTION, GROUP BY, and JOIN. Each
transformation is associated with a stability property that controls the
privacy loss over the input databases.
Definition 7.6 (Transformation stability). A transformation T is said to
be c-stable if for any two input data sets A and B,
|T (A) ⊕ T (B)| ≤ c × |A ⊕ B|,

(7.1)

where ⊕ represents the symmetrical difference between two multi-sets.
For instance, SELECTION, PROJECTION, COUNT, and COUNT DISTINCT
all have a stability of 1; and GROUP BY has a stability of 2. Transformations with bounded stability constants propagate differential privacy
guarantees made of their outputs back to their inputs, diminished by
their stability constant.
Theorem 7.1. Let M provide ϵ-differential privacy, and let T be an
arbitrary c-stable transformation. The composite computation M ◦ T
provides (ϵ × c)-differential privacy.

SR (r)
SR (r)
SR (r)
N.A.

2SR (r1 ) · SR (r2 )⋆

PINQ: SR (·)
1
N.A.

PINQ: S(·)
S(r)
2S(r)

(k)

ŜR (r, x)
(k)
ŜR (r, x)
(k)
ŜR (r, x)
N.A.

G1 ..Gn

Flex: ŜR (·, x)
1
(k)
mfk (a, r1 , x)ŜR (r2 , x)+
(k)
mfk (b, r2 , x)ŜR (r1 , x)+
(k)
(k)
ŜR (r1 , x)ŜR (r2 , x)
(k)
max(mfk (a, r1 , x)ŜR (r2 , x),
(k)
mfk (b, r2 , x)ŜR (r1 , x))

(k)

Flex: Ŝ (k) (·, x)
(k)
ŜR (r, x)
(k)
2ŜR (r, x)
ˆ R (·)
PrivateSQL: ∆
1 for R; 0 for rest⋆
ˆ R (r2 )+
mf(a, r1 )∆
ˆ R (r1 )+
mf(b, r2 )∆
ˆ R (r1 )∆
ˆ R (r2 )
∆
ˆ R (r2 ),
max(mf(a, r1 )∆
ˆ R (r1 ))
mf(b, r2 )∆
ˆ R (r1 ) + ∆
ˆ R (r2 ),
mf(b, r2 )∆
where a ∈ keys(r1 )⋆
ˆ R (r)
∆
ˆ
∆R (r)
ˆ R (r)
∆
ˆ R (r)
k∆

ˆ R (·)
PrivateSQL: ∆
ˆ R (r)
∆
ˆ R (r)
2∆

φ; γa1 ,...,an r groups r by attributes a1 , . . . , an ; τa,k r truncates rows in r that have a values appear more than k times; mf :
maximum frequency.

a=b

G1 , . . . , Gn ; r1 ▷◁ r2 joins r1 and r2 on a = b; Πa1 ,...,an r projects r on attributes a1 , . . . , an ; σφ r selects rows in r that satisfy

Table 7.2: Sensitivity and Stability. (⋆ ) PINQ supports a limited form of joins that truncates all except one matched record
(described in §7.3 ). (⋆ ) PrivateSQL tracks the key set of the relations and rewrites the query based on the privacy policy
R (described in §7.5). Notation: Count(r) counts the rows in relation r; Count (r) groups rows in r by the specified groups

Πa1 ,...,an r
σφ r
γa1 ,...,an r
τa,k r

Special cases

No common ancestors

Relation Stability
t
r1 ▷◁ r2
a=b
General case

G1 ..Gn

Query Sensitivity
Count(r)
Count (r)
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Unlike other unary transformations, the JOIN operator takes two
datasets as input with key selection functions for each, and returns
the list of all pairs of elements whose keys match. It is possible that a
single record can change arbitrarily number of output records, and thus
unrestricted join operators have unbounded stability.
When to use PINQ. In PINQ, only a restricted form of JOIN is
considered. This form of joins requires that each input data set is first
grouped by its join keys, and the list of groups are then joined using
their group keys. The result is a compact representation of the output of
the original JOIN, as each pair of groups could in principle be expanded
to their full Cartesian product. This type of join has bounded stability,
as each input record participates in at most one pair of groups, and
as with GROUP BY the stability constant is at most 2. However, this
restriction limits each join key result in a single record no matter how
large the group is. Hence, you cannot extract more information privately.
It is still better than leaving the stability unbounded and this join is
useful to link unique identifiers between data sets.
PINQ has an open-sourced prototype, implemented as part of Language Integrated Queries (LINQ). Despite its limited support of join
queries, the stability analysis has influenced the design of many systems
or frameworks for DP.
7.4

Flex

The Flex system (Johnson et al., 2018) uses an efficiently computed
upper bound on local sensitivity, called elastic sensitivity, to bound
the sensitivities of queries with general joins. Elastic sensitivity does
not require modifications to the data, and it can be easily applied as a
post-processing step to an existing join query. However, because elastic
sensitivity is an upper bound on local sensitivity, a framework like
smooth sensitivity (Nissim et al., 2007) must be used to ensure that
the sensitivity itself does not reveal too much about the data. The use
of smooth sensitivity tends to increase noise, resulting in less accurate
answers.
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Flex supports counting queries with grouping and equijoins, including self-joins and semijoins, and some kinds of subqueries. As described
in Section 7.1, Flex targets one-row bounded differential privacy. Flex
is limited to bounded differential privacy, because the smooth sensitivity
framework is defined only for this setting.
The rules for calculating elastic sensitivity are given in Figure 7.2,
in the “Flex” column. In these rules, Ŝ (k) (r, x) denotes the elastic
sensitivity of the relation r at distance k from the actual database x,
(k)
and ŜR (r, x) denotes the stability of relation r at distance k from
the actual database x. In PINQ, the sensitivity of a counting query
is exactly equal to the stability of the underlying relation, and the
sensitivity of counting queries with grouping is doubled. The stability
of a base table in PINQ is 1.
Maximum frequency. The stability of relational joins is defined in
terms of mfk (a, r, x), which denotes the maximum frequency of any
single value for attribute a in relation r for actual database x. The
frequency f req(v) of the value v ∈ dom(a) is the number of times
attribute a takes the value v in the relation; the maximum frequency
is maxv∈dom(a) f req(v). The mfk function, defined in Figure 7.4, is an
efficiently computed upper bound on maximum frequency for relational
transformations. The base case for mfk relies on the mf function, which
is defined on base tables; mf(a, t, x) returns the actual maximum frequency for attribute a in table t of the database x. These values can be
precomputed from the database x itself and stored as metadata.
mfk
mfk (a, t, x)
mfk (a1 , r1 ▷◁

a2 =a3

r2 , x)

::
=
=

a → R → Dn→ N
mf(a, t, x) + k

mfk (a1 , r1 , x)mfk (a3 , r2 , x)
mfk (a1 , r2 , x)mfk (a2 , r1 , x)

mfk (a, Πa1 ,...,an r, x)
mfk (a, σφ r, x)

=
=

a1 ∈ r1
a1 ∈ r2

mfk (a, r, x)
mfk (a, r, x)

Figure 7.4: Upper bound on maximum frequency from Flex
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Bounding stability. The intuition behind elastic sensitivity is as follows:
for a join r1 ▷◁ r2 , each row in r1 might match mf(b, r2 , x) rows in r2 (in
a=b

the worst case); symmetrically, each row in r2 might match mf(a, r1 , x)
rows in r1 (in the worst case). We can therefore increase the number
of rows in the result of the join by either mf(a, r1 , x) (by adding a row
to r2 ) or mf(b, r2 , x) (by adding a row to r1 ). To produce a maximal
increase, we take the maximum of these two. This approach works when
there are no self-joins (the “no common ancestors” case in Figure 7.2).
For queries with self-joins, the increase might be even larger, because
it is possible to add a row to both r1 and r2 simultaneously (e.g. if they
are actually the same relation!). In this case, new matches from both
relations could occur, and so we add them together (the “general case”
case in Figure 7.2).
Flex: applying elastic sensitivity. Since elastic sensitivity is computed
using (exact) statistics from the data, scaling noise to elastic sensitivity
directly might reveal more about the data than we intend. To address
this issue, the smooth sensitivity framework (Nissim et al., 2007) is
used to ensure that the sensitivity of a query does not reveal too much
about the data. The Flex mechanism is defined as follows:
Definition 7.7 (The Flex mechanism). For query q on database x of
size n, the following mechanism provides (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy:
1. Set β =

ϵ
2 log(2/δ)

2. Calculate S = maxk=0,...,n e−βk Ŝ (k) (q, x)


3. Release q(x) + Lap

2S
ϵ



The Flex mechanism is an instance of the smooth sensitivity framework with Laplace noise. Note that the elastic sensitivity is doubled in
step (3)—this doubling of sensitivity is required by the smooth sensitivity framework, and can cause results to be less accurate than under
global sensitivity-based approaches.
The approach requires a databases of fixed size (n), and is therefore
limited to bounded differential privacy—a limitation inherited from
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smooth sensitivity. In addition, the definition requires taking the maximum over all values of k between 0 and n, which can be computationally
difficult if n is large. Fortunately, for the specific definition of elastic
sensitivity, it can be shown that this maximum will always occur at
2
small values of k: only values of k up to j(q)
need to be considered,
β
where j(q) denotes the number of syntactic joins in the query q.
When to use Flex. Flex is available as part of the open-source
Chorus system (Johnson et al., 2020). Chorus is a framework for
building systems for differential privacy, and requires more setup before
deployment than systems like GoogleDP. However, Chorus works with
any SQL database and supports a larger class of SQL-like queries than
PINQ and GoolgeDP—in particular, queries that involve joins. Flex
handles one query at a time and has a more efficient implementation of
the Flex mechanism than the standard smooth sensitivity algorithm.
7.5

PrivateSQL

When the query workload is known in advance, the PrivateSQL
system (Kotsogiannis et al., 2019) will first generate a set of query views
differentially privately, and then answer all the queries on top of these
private views as a post-processing step. This allows more queries to be
answered given a fixed privacy budget and also prevents timing attacks.
This section focuses on how PrivateSQL answers each view query
V differentially privately and handles multi-relational databases with
key constraints. First, compared to the sensitivity and stability rules
of Flex in Figure 7.2 and the maximum frequency rules in Figure 7.5,
PrivateSQL tracks keys in the query plan and hence allows much
tighter upper bound for sensitivity of join queries. Second, PrivateSQL
supports complex privacy policies where neighboring databases differ
more than one row due to the constraints between the primary private
table and the secondary private tables. Third, unlike Flex that applies
local-sensitivity-based approach, PrivateSQL considers Lipschitz extension (Section 6.5) by transforming a given query Q to Q′ by inserting
truncation operators, such that the new query Q′ has a bounded global
sensitivity and also well approximates the original query answer.
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s = Πa1 ,...,an r
s = σφ r
s = γa1 ,...,an r

mf(a′ , s), a′ ⊆ attr(s)
max(mf(ā2 , r1 )mf(a2 , r2 ),
mf(ā1 , r2 )mf(a1 , r1 ))
where āi = a′ − attr(ri )
mf(a′ , r)
mf(a′ , r)
mf(a′ , r)

NT
s = γaCOU
r
1 ,...,an

mf(a′ , r)

Operations
s = r1 ▷◁ r2
a1 =a2

s = τa,k r

min(k, mf(a′ , r)) if a ⊆ a′ ;
mf(a′ , r), o.w.

keys(s)
{a′ ∈ keys(r2 ) | a1 ∈ keys(r1 )}∪
{a′ ∈ keys(r1 ) | a2 ∈ keys(r2 )}
{a′ ⊆ attr(s) | a′ ∈ keys(r)}
{a′ ⊆ attr(s) | a′ ∈ keys(r)}
{(a1 , . . . , an )}∪
{a′ ⊆ attr(s) | a′ ∈ keys(r)}
{(a1 , . . . , an )}∪
{a′ ⊆ attr(s) | a′ ∈ keys(r)}
{a′ ⊆ attr(s) | a′ ∈ keys(r)}

Figure 7.5: Upper bound on maximum frequency and key set from PrivateSQL

We will start with simple privacy policy that neighboring databases
only differ one row in the primary private table (e.g. Person Policy in
Figure 7.2) to illustrate how PrivateSQL bounds sensitivity.
Bounding Sensitivity via Truncation Rewrite. The sensitivity bounds
produced by the sensitivity calculator can be dependent on the maxfrequency bounds on base relations. Adding truncation operators to
the view query expression can bound the contributions of tuples from
the base relations to the join output. These operators delete tuples
that contain an attribute combination appearing in a join and whose
frequency exceeds a truncation threshold k specified in the operator.
Definition 7.8 (Truncation Operator). The truncation operator τa,k (r)
takes in a relation r, a set of attributes a and a threshold k and for all
v ∈ dom(a), if the frequency of v in r is more than k, then any rows
from r taking v for a is removed.
Truncation rewrite (see Algorithm 2) adds truncation operators
to a view V and forms a new query plan V τ . The algorithm takes as
input a view V , a primary private relation R, and a vector of truncation
thresholds k, indexed by the attribute subset to which the threshold
applies. It traverses every path pl from relation rl to the root operator
and every join r1 ▷◁a1 =a2 r2 on this path. If one of the join attributes
is from Rl —say a1 ⊆ rl —and a1 is not a key for r1 and the primary
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Algorithm 2: Truncation Rewrite (V, R, k)
Initialize V τ ← V
for every path pl from leaf relation rl to root in V do
for every r1 ▷◁a1 =a2 r2 on pl , where a1 ⊆ attr(rl ) do
▷(semijoin is also treated as a special equijoin)
if a1 ∈
/ Keys(r1 ) and R is a base relation of r2 then
k ← ka1
Insert τa1 ,k (rl ) above rl in V τ
A ← A ∪ (a1 )
return V τ
private table R appears as a base relation in the expression r2 , then we
insert τa1 ,k (rl ) above rl in V τ .
After applying truncation rewrite to V , the estimated sensitivity no
longer depends on the maximum frequency, but rather on the truncation
thresholds. If the thresholds are set in a data independent manner,
or learned using a differentially private mechanism, the sensitivity
outputted by the calculator for V τ is the global sensitivity of V τ for
simple policies. Note that this truncation operator introduces bias to
the output and the choice of the truncation threshold affects the final
query output.
For example, consider calculating the sensitivity of a view query:
SELECT relp, race, cnt FROM Person P, (SELECT COUNT(*) AS cnt, hid FROM
Person GROUP BY hid) AS P2 WHERE P2.hid=P.hid

This query can be expressed using a relational algebra expression:
COU N T
πrace,relp,cnt (Person ▷◁hid (γhid
(Person))

(7.2)

Based on the sensitivity rule of PrivateSQL from Table 7.2, this query
would have a sensitivity bound of (F · 3 + 2), where F is the maximum
frequency of hid in the Person relation. Now we insert a truncation
operator before Person relation.
COU N T
πrace,relp,cnt (τhid,k (Person) ▷◁hid (γhid
(Person))

(7.3)

The truncation operator cuts down the maximum frequency of hid to
k so that the sensitivity now becomes 3k, even when the maximum
frequency of the household id in Person relation is unbounded.
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Handling Complex Policies via Semi-join Rewrite. Under complex
privacy policies, neighboring databases differ in the primary private
relation as well as other secondary private relations. For example, consider the Household privacy policy in Figure 7.2 — when a household
row from the Household relation is removed, all the rows associated
this this household will be removed. Computing the sensitivity of the
query plans expressed in Eqns. (7.2) and (7.3) directly using the rules
fail to give the true sensitivity of the query under the Household policy,
as the Household relation never appears in this query plan. Hence,
PrivateSQL introduces the semijoin rewrite that transforms view V
into V ⊖ such that the transformed view will give the correct sensitivity
for complex privacy policies.
This rewrite works in two steps. First, it replaces every secondary
private base relation rj in V with a semijoin expression that makes
explicit the transitive dependence between the primary private relation
R and rj . The resulting expression V ⋉ is such that V (D) = V ⋉ (D).
Moreover, the down sensitivity is now correct ∆R (V ⋉ , D) = ∆CR (V ⋉ , D)
since transitive deletion is captured by the semijoin expressions. Second,
to handle the high sensitivity of secondary private base relations, we
add truncation operations using (Algorithm 2) to the semijoin expressions and transform V ⋉ to V ⊖ . Follow these two steps, the query plan
expressed in Eqn. (7.2) will be transformed to
πrace,relp,cnt ((τhid,k (Person) ⋉hid Household) ▷◁hid
COU N T
(γhid
(τhid,k (Person) ⋉hid Household))

(7.4)

This transformed expression allows the correctness of the query sensitivity calculation and also the correctness of the query answer.
Readers can refer to the full paper of PrivateSQL for the details
of the sensitivity definition, and the semi-join rewrite, and the private
learning of the truncation thresholds.
When to use PrivateSQL. If the true local sensitivity of a database
instance is very large, then local sensitivity-based mechanism has to
suffer large noise injection to the query answer, no matter how tight
the upper bound is. For this case, truncation rewrites can help bring
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down the noise if no many rows are truncated from the relations.
PrivateSQL provides a flexible approach to handle privacy policies at
different resolutions and algorithms for handling correlated subqueries.
However, the current solutions only work for databases with foreignkey constraints. Extensions to general constraints are interesting open
problems.
7.6

GoogleDP

GoogleDP (Wilson et al., 2020) handles a special type of privacy policy
for multi-relational databases with constraints: user-level DP. The approach is similar to the truncation used to handle joins in PrivateSQL.
If a single user may contribute k records to the database, then the
stability of a base table is actually k—not 1, as it is for all approaches
listed in Table 7.1. GoogleDP assumes that a single user may contribute
many records, and allows the analyst to specify a threshold k to bound
the contribution of each user. The system applies a truncation rewrite
to base tables that enforces the specified bound. The current implementation handles a large number of queries, but no correlated subqueries.
Hence, it works well for a simpler schema that has a well defined “user”
relation and simple SQL queries.
The same effect can be achieved in the other systems described in
this Chapter by changing the stability of a base table (row t in Table 7.1)
from 1 to k, and applying the truncation rewrite to base tables. The
other rules for calculating stability and sensitivity remain the same.
GoogleDP also implements a novel strategy for GROUP BY. The challenge of GROUP BY is that the absence of a histogram bin in the results
indicates (with certainty) a count of 0 for that bin. The other approaches
in this Chapter solve this problem by requiring the analyst to specify the
set of histogram bins. GoogleDP uses an approach called τ -thresholding
(Korolova et al., 2009) instead. The idea is to construct the set of histogram bins based on the data (which would normally violate differential
privacy), but then to discard bins with counts below a threshold τ . This
thresholding creates uncertainty about why a particular bin is missing—
it could have had a count of 0, or it could have been below the threshold
τ . The τ -thresholding approach satisfies (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy.
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The GoogleDP system has a well-maintained open-source implementation that acts as a standalone library or integrates directly with
PostgreSQL.

8
Frameworks for Differentially Private Analysis

A wide range of frameworks have been developed by researchers and
practitioners for differentially private analyses. They are useful for
users with different levels of expertise in differential privacy, as shown in
Figure 8.1. For experts in differential privacy, they can design a program
from scratch for any applications or queries. However, they need to
provide privacy proofs for their algorithms and show their accuracy
guarantee for their interested applications or queries. Even experts can
make non-trivial errors in this algorithm design process. For example,
prior work by Lyu et al., 2017 shows that pseudo-codes in research
papers fail satisfying differential privacy as they claimed. Even the
implementations of basic algorithms like the Laplace Mechanism and
Exponential Mechanism can fail the desired privacy guarantee due to
their use of floating point arithmetic (Mironov, 2012; Ilvento, 2020).
To address these challenges, programming frameworks including
Ektelo (Zhang et al., 2020), GoogleDP (Wilson et al., 2020), SmartNoise (Smart Noise n.d.), IBM diffprivlib (IBM Differential Privacy
Library n.d.), PrivInfer (Barthe et al., 2016), LightDP (Zhang and Kifer,
2017) etc have been built to offer common packages and programs for
differential privacy. Using these frameworks, programmers can directly
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Figure 8.1: Frameworks for DP Analysis

use the state-of-the-art implementations to build new programs instead
of starting from scratch. Besides the basic programming framework,
there are additional features proposed in the literature to support DP
programmers’ programming experience. For example, Fuzz (Haeberlen
et al., 2011) raises the issue of side-channel attacks on programs that
have a data-dependent running time and offers a general approach to
prevent such attacks. GUPT (Mohan et al., 2012) and DPella (Vesga
et al., 2020) offer an automatic accuracy analysis to the programmers.
OpenDP project (OpenDP n.d.) provides a platform for trusted and
open-source implementations of differentially private algorithms.
Chorus (Johnson et al., 2020) provides a framework for implementing
differentially private algorithms that interoperate with existing SQL
databases. Chorus does not propose a new approach or algorithm;
instead, Chorus enables existing algorithms to scale more effectively
to large datasets by interoperating with an existing high-performance
database. For example, the sample & aggregate framework (Section 6.4)
requires running the same query many times over subsets of the database.
Chorus provides a query rewriting module to allow the transformation of
an analyst-specified query into a new one that implements the necessary
execution over subsets of the data. This idea has since been adopted
in similar modules in GoogleDP (Wilson et al., 2020) and SmartNoise
(Smart Noise n.d.) to interoperate with scalable databases.
How about users who do not know how to write a differentially private programs? We have seen in Chapter 7 that frameworks like PINQ
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(McSherry, 2009), Flex (Johnson et al., 2018), and PrivateSQL (Kotsogiannis et al., 2019) offer SQL-like query interface for data analysts to
access the private data. With these end-to-end database systems, the
data analysts are not required to design or write a differentially private
program, but simply write a SQL-like query with a privacy budget.
The system itself ensures that a differentially private mechanism is run
with the privacy budget specified by the data analyst. GoogleDP for
PostgreSQL (Wilson et al., 2020) and SmartNoise also support similar
framework and Airavat (Roy et al., 2010) builds this end-to-end framework on top of a MapReduce system. However, these frameworks do not
design for utility-optimal programs. Many state-of-the-art algorithms
have not been implemented or considered in them. Moreover, the data
analyst usually does not know how to set the privacy budget for each
of their queries. This motivated another class of accuracy-aware frameworks for non-experts in DP, such as APEx (Ge et al., 2019) and PSI
(Murtagh et al., 2018). In particular, APEx allows the data analyst to
specify a query with an accuracy requirement for the query. On behalf
of the data analyst, APEx picks the best algorithm that consumes the
least privacy budget and returns an answer that satisfies the accuracy
requirement of the data analyst.
Next, we will use ϵktelo to illustrate how a DP expert can effectively
write a DP program (Section 8.1) and APEx to illustrate how a nonexpert can effectively query a DB system (Section 8.2).
8.1

ϵktelo

ϵktelo is a programming framework and system that aids programmers in
developing programs with differential privacy guarantee and high utility.
This program supports a large class of statistical tasks such as releasing
contingency tables, multi-dimensional histograms, answering OLAP
and range queries, and even implementing private machine learning
algorithms. In ϵktelo, differentially private algorithms are described
using plans composed over a rich library of operators. Most of the plans
are linear sequence of operators, but ϵktelo also supports plans with
iteration, recursion, and branching. Five operator classes are carefully
chosen based on their input-output specifications: (a) transformation,
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(b) query, (c) inference, (d) query selection, and (e) partition selection.
Each operator belongs to one of these five classes.
Algorithm 3: ϵktelo CDF Estimator
1: D ← Protected(source_uri)
▷ Init
2: D ← Where(D, sex ==‘M’ AND age ∈ [30, 39] ▷ Transform
3: D ← Select(salary)
▷ Transform
4: x ← T-Vectorize(D)
▷ Transform
5: P ← AHPPartition(x, ϵ/2)
▷ Partition Select
6: x̄ ← V-ReducedByPartition(x, P)
▷ Transform
7: M ←Identity(|x̄|)
▷ Query Select
8: y ← VecLaplace(x̄, M, ϵ/2)
▷ Query
9: x̂ ← NNLS(P, y)
▷ Inference
10: Wpre ← Prefix(|x|)
▷ Query Select
11: return Wpre · x̂
▷ output
We use Algorithm 3, a ϵktelo plan from the full paper to illustrate
these operators. This plan takes as input a table D with schema of
three attributes Age, Gender, and Salary and estimate the empirical
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the Salary attribute for males
in their 30’s. The plan first applies transformation operators to select
rows that satisfy the conditions (Line 2) and then project only the Salary
attribute (line 4). Then it applies another transformation operator to
construct a vector of counts x for, where entry x[i] represent the number
of rows for each salary value i.
Then the plan spends ϵ/2 privacy budget to partition the data
domain using a partition selection operator (Line 5). The resulted
partition P is used to transform the data vector x into a new vector of
counts x̄ over the partitions. Then an identity query is selected (Line
7) and Laplace mechanism is applied to the identity query over x̄ with
the remaining privacy budget ϵ/2 (Line 8). The sensitivity of the query
M will be automatically computed by ϵktelo.
Given the noisy counts y over the partition P, the plan applies
inference operator NNLS (short for non-negative least squares) to infer
non-negative counts in the original vector space of x (Line 9). Finally,
the CDF query is selected (Line 10) and applied to the inferred noisy
counts x̂ (line 11).
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This framework demonstrates four important design principles:
• Expressiveness: a large set of state-of-the-art differentially private
algorithms on tabular data can be written as ϵktelo plans.
• Privacy “for free”: any plan written in ϵktelo automatically satisfies
differential privacy.
• Reduced privacy verification effort: the implementation of individual operators in ϵktelo needs to be vetted only once and can
be reused in different plans.
• Transparency: comparisons of different differentially private programs in terms of ϵktelo plans are intuitive and easy.
When to use ϵktelo. ϵktelo is the first DP programming framework
with predefined python packages for complex algorithms that handle
counting-based queries. The same set of design principles in the frameworks or toolboxes are also offered in new DP tools developed by the
industry, including GoogleDP, IBM diffprivlib, SmartNoise, OpenDP,
Chorus, etc. These tools include DP primitives such as Laplace mechanism, Guassian mechanism, and packages for advanced privacy composition algorithm (Section 2.4.2) in different programming languages. This
makes differential privacy programming more accessible to researchers
and developers.
8.2

APEx

The general purpose differentially private query answering systems
(e.g. PINQ McSherry, 2009) allow users to write differentially private
programs and ensure that every program expressed satisfies differential
privacy. However, to achieve high accuracy, the analyst typically would
need to know the optimal methods from the privacy literature on how
to add noise to answers. These systems do not provide any guarantees
to the data analyst on the quantity they really care about, namely
accuracy of query answers. In fact, most of these systems take a privacy
level (ϵ) as input and make sure that differential privacy holds, but
leave accuracy unconstrained.
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APEx proposed by Ge et al., 2019 allows data analysts to explore
a sensitive dataset D held by a data owner by posing a sequence of
declaratively specified queries that can capture typical data exploration
workflows. The system aims at achieving a dual goal: (1) since the data
are sensitive, the data owner would like the system to provably bound
the information disclosed about any one record in D to the analyst;
and (2) since privacy preserving mechanisms introduce error, the data
analyst must be able to specify accuracy bounds on each query.
To allow the data analyst to explore data with bounded error,
APEx considers three classes of exploration queries and extend them
to incorporate an accuracy requirement. The syntax for accuracy is
inspired by that in BlinkDB Agarwal et al., 2013:
BIN D ON f (·) WHERE W = {ϕ1 , . . . , ϕL }
[HAVING f (·) > c ]
[ORDER BY f (·) LIMIT k ]
ERROR α CONFIDENCE 1 − β ;
Each query is associated with a workload of predicates W = {ϕ1 , . . . ,
ϕL }. Based on W , the tuples in a table D are divided into bins. Each
bin bi contains all the tuples in D that satisfy the corresponding predicate ϕi : dom(R) → {0, 1}, i.e., bi = {r ∈ D|ϕ(r) = 1}. More a
query has an aggregation function f : dom(R)∗ → R, which returns a
numeric answer f (bi ) for each bin bi . The output of this query without the optional clauses (in square brackets) is a list of counts f (bi )
for bin bi . We denote this class of query workload counting queries
(WCQs).
Each query can be specialized using one of two optional clauses:
The HAVING clause returns a list of bin identifiers bi for which
f (bi ) > c; and the ORDER BY ... LIMIT clause returns the k bins
that have the largest values for f (bi ). Throughout this section, we
assume f (·) is the COUNT function and omit extensions to other
aggregates like AVG, SUM, QUANTILE due to space constraints.
Queries with the Having clause returns predicates that have counts
more than the threshold are called iceberg counting queries (ICQs).
Queries with the ORDER BY ... LIMIT are called top-k counting queries
(TCQs).
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Each query has its own accuracy specification. For example, the
accuracy requirement for a WCQ qW is defined as a bound on the
maximum error across queries in the workload W .
Definition 8.1 ((α, β)-WCQ accuracy). Given a workload counting query
qW : D → RL , where W = {ϕ1 , . . . , ϕL }. Let M : D → RL be a
mechanism that outputs a vector of answers y on D. Then, M satisfies
(α, β)-W accuracy, if ∀D ∈ D,
Pr[∥y − qW (D)∥∞ ≥ α] ≤ β,

(8.1)

where ∥y − qW (D)∥∞ = maxj |y[i] − cϕi (D)|.
APEx has two components. The first component accuracy translator
takes in an analyst query (q, α, β) and chooses a mechanism M that
can (a) answer q under the specified accuracy bounds, with (b) minimal
privacy loss. To achieve both these desiderata, APEx supports a set
of differentially private mechanisms that can be used to answer each
query type. Multiple mechanisms are supported for each query type as
different mechanisms result in the least privacy loss depending on the
query and the dataset.
Each mechanism M exposes two functions: M.translate, which
translates a query and accuracy requirement into a lower and upper
bound (ϵl , ϵu ) on the privacy loss if M is executed, and M.run that
runs the differentially private algorithm and returns an approximate
answer ω for the query. ω is guaranteed to satisfy the specified accuracy
requirement. Moreover, M satisfies ϵu differential privacy.
We first introduce one basic translation mechanism in APEx shown
in Algorithm 4. This mechanism is based Laplace mechanism. The
constant ∥W∥1 is equal to the sensitivity of queries set defined by the
workload W. It measures the maximum difference in the answers to the
queries in W on any two databases that differ only a single record and
is equal to the maximum absolute column sum of W.
Algorithm 4 provides the run and translate of Laplace mechanism
for all three query types. This algorithm first transforms the query qW
and the data D into matrix representation W and x. The translate
outputs a lower and upper bound (ϵl , ϵu ) for each query type with
a given accuracy requirement and these two bounds are the same as
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Algorithm 4: Laplace Mechanism (LM) (q, α, β, D)
W ← T (W = {ϕ1 , . . . , ϕL }), x ← TW (D), α, β
Function run(q, α, β, D):
ϵ ← translate(qW , α, β).ϵu
[x̃1 , . . . , x̃L ] ← Wx + Lap(b)L , where b = ∥W∥1 /ϵ
if q.type==WCQ (i.e., qW ) then
return ([x̃1 , . . . , x̃L ], ϵ)
else if q.type==ICQ (i.e., qW,>c ) then
return ({ϕi ∈ W | x̃i > c}, ϵ)
else if q.type==TCQ (i.e., qW,k ) then
return (argmaxkϕ1 ,...,ϕL x̃i , ϵ)
Function translate(q, α, β):
if q.type==WCQ (i.e., qW ) then
1/L

)) l
return (ϵu = ∥W∥1 ln(1/(1−(1−β)
, ϵ = ϵu )
α
else if q.type==ICQ (i.e., qW,>c ) then
1/L

))−ln 2) l
, ϵ = ϵu )
return (ϵu = ∥W∥1 (ln(1/(1−(1−β)
α
else if q.type==TCQ (i.e., qW,k ) then
return (ϵu = ∥W∥1 2(ln(L/(2β)))
, ϵl = ϵu )
α

Laplace mechanism is data independent. However, these bounds vary
among query types. The run takes the privacy budget computed by
translate(q, α, β) (Line 3) and adds the corresponding Laplace noise
[x̃1 , . . . , x̃L ] to the true workload counts Wx. When q is a WCQ, the
noisy counts are returned directly; when q is an ICQ, the bin ids (the
predicates) that have noisy counts ≥ c are returned; when q is a TCQ,
the bin ids (the predicates) that have the largest k noisy counts are
returned. Beside the noisy output, the privacy budget consumed by this
mechanism is returned as well. The following theorem summarizes the
properties of the two functions run and translate.
Theorem 8.1. Given a query q where q.type ∈ {W CQ, ICQ, T CQ},
Laplace mechanism (Algorithm 4) denoted by M can achieve (α, β)q.type accuracy by executing the function run(q, α, β, D) for any D ∈ D,
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and satisfy differential privacy with a minimal cost of translate(q, α, β)
.ϵu .
Note that the privacy translation for Laplace mechanism is not
data dependent, i.e., ϵl = ϵu . Next, we will illustrate a data dependent
translation algorithm with a special case of ICQ when the workload
size L = 1, denoted by qϕ,>c (·). Intuitively, when the true count cϕ (D)
is much larger (or smaller) than the threshold c, then a much larger
(smaller resp.) noise can be added to cϕ (D) without changing the output
of the system.
Example 8.1. Consider a query qϕ,>c , where c = 100. To achieve (α, β)
accuracy for this query, where α = 10, β = 0.110 , the Laplace mechanism
requires a privacy cost of ln(1/(2β))
= 2.23 by Theorem 8.1, regardless
α
of input D. Suppose cϕ (D) = 1000. In this case, cϕ (D) is much larger
than the threshold c, and the difference is (1000−100)
= 90 times of the
α
accuracy bound α = 10. Hence, even when applying Laplace comparison
mechanism with a privacy cost equals to 2.23
90 ≈ 0.25 wherein the noise
added is bounded by 90α with high probability 1−β, the noisy difference
cϕ (D) − c + ηsign will still be greater than 0 with high probability.
This example shows that a different mechanism can result in the same
accuracy guarantee with a smaller privacy cost compared to Laplace
mechanism. However, the tightening of the privacy cost in the example
above requires to know the true count value. To tackle this challenge,
APEx applies a Multi-Poking Mechanism. This mechanism involves
multiple pokes with improving accuracy requirements (increasing privacy
cost resp.), while each poke checks if bins have either sufficiently large
noisy differences with respect to the accuracy requirement. This allows
the data analyst to learn the query answer with a gradual relaxation
of privacy cost. The privacy loss incurred by such a mechanism may
be ϵ ∈ (ϵl , ϵu ) that is smaller than the worst case, depending on the
characteristics of the dataset. Readers can refer to the full paper for
the details.
Hence, the second component of APEx is privacy engine that ensures
the privacy budget B specified by the data owner is not violated. Given
a sequence of queries (M1 , . . . , Mi ) already executed by the privacy
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engine that satisfy an overall Bi−1 -differential privacy and a new query
(qi , αi , βi ), APEx identifies a set of mechanisms M∗ that all will have
a worst case privacy loss smaller than B − Bi−1 . That is, running any
mechanism in M∗ will not result in exceeding the privacy budget in
the worst case. If M∗ = ∅, then APEx returns ‘Query Denied’ to
the analyst. Otherwise, APEx runs one of the mechanisms Mi from
M∗ by executing Mi .run() and the output ωi will be returned to
the analyst. APEx then increments Bi−1 by the actual privacy loss
ϵi rather than the upperbound ϵu . As explained above, in some cases
ϵi < ϵu as different execution paths in the mechanism can have different
privacy loss. Nevertheless, the privacy analyzer guarantees that the
execution of any sequence of mechanisms (M1 , M2 , . . . , Mi ) before it
halts is B-differentially private.
When to use APEx. The accuracy-aware feature proposed by APEx
is important for data analysts to understand the accuracy guarantee of
their query answers without being a DP expert. The current implementation of APEx involves only a single table, and three classes of queries
for private data exploration. The database systems than handle more
general queries such as PrivateSQL and Flex, only include one DP algorithm for each query, and this algorithm may not necessarily result in
the minimum privacy loss when fixing the accuracy requirement. Hence,
it is recommended to integrate more algorithms and accuracy-aware
features into these end-to-end database systems for DP.

9
Eliminating the Trusted Data Curator

The techniques we have seen so far target the central model of differential
privacy, in which data is collected centrally by a trusted data curator who
runs mechanisms on behalf of the analyst. The central model is unrealistic in many contexts, because the data curator may not be trustworthy.
Such assumptions about who can be trusted are encoded in a threat
model, introduced in Chapter 2. The threat model describes who the
adversary is and what their capabilities are. In the central model of
differential privacy, we assume that the adversary is not capable of
corrupting the data curator.
A significant amount of research investigates approaches that eliminate the need for a trusted data curator, and thus result in a threat
model that makes fewer trust assumptions. The local model of differential privacy is the oldest of these (in fact, randomized response predates
the development of differential privacy itself). More recent developments
include the shuffle model, in which groups of participants have their
responses shuffled for anonymity by a designated shuffler to amplify
the privacy guarantee of the local model, and approaches that leverage
secure computation to simulate a trusted data curator when the data
curator may actually be malicious.
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Figure 9.1: Architectures of four models for differential privacy. In the central model, the data curator is trusted; the other three
models reduce the trust required in the data curator.
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Each model results in slightly different trust assumptions, encoded
in its own threat model. If these assumptions hold, then mechanisms in
the model satisfy differential privacy. If they do not, then there is no
guarantee. Figure 9.1 summarizes the architecture differences between
the four models. In this chapter, we provide an overview of the major
known techniques in each of these models. We describe mechanisms for
the local model in Section 9.1, for the shuffle model in Section 9.2, and
for secure computation in Section 9.3.
9.1

The Local Model

In the local model of differential privacy, participants add noise to their
data before submitting it to the data curator. In this setting, the data
curator holds only differentially private data—so the data curator does
not need to be trusted. The local model has obvious and significant
advantages over the central model: the participants’ data is protected
by differential privacy, even if the data curator is untrustworthy or
the central server holding the data is compromised, and no further
security precautions are needed to obtain this guarantee. The threat
model in the local model of differential privacy requires very few trust
assumptions—it allows the adversary to control the data curator and
all data owners except one, and still provides differential privacy.
The primary disadvantage of the local model is that it requires a
lot of noise compared to the central model. For example, the absolute
error introduced by the Laplace mechanism is O(1); the absolute error
√
of mechanisms in the local model is at least O( n), where n is the
number of participants. For a query whose “signal” grows with O(n),
local differential privacy mechanisms can still provide useful results—
but often require significantly more participants than central-model
approaches to do so.
9.1.1

Randomized Response

The prototypical mechanism for local differential privacy is randomized
response (Warner, 1965), which predates the development of differential
privacy by decades. Randomized response allows the data curator to
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collect differentially private responses to a single “yes/no” question,
and was originally developed to aid in collecting survey data about
sensitive topics. A brief description of randomized response was given in
Chapter 2; the full protocol for collecting a single response is as follows:
1. The responder flips a coin. If the result is heads, the responder
answers the question truthfully.
2. Otherwise, the responder flips a second coin. If the second coin’s
result is heads, the responder answers “yes.” Otherwise, the responder answers “no.”
The privacy in this protocol comes from the second case—in which
the responder answers randomly—and the fact that the interviewer
does not know which case was chosen.
9.1.2

Histogram Queries

Randomized response is suitable for answering a single counting query,
but not for more complicated queries. A number of different mechanisms
have been developed to answer histogram queries; many of these can be
thought of as instances of framework with three steps: encode, perturb,
and aggregate (Wang et al., 2017). One example is unary encoding,
which works for a histogram query over a domain d of options. The
approach has two parameters, p and q, that control the strength of the
privacy guarantee.
1. Encode: For a response v ∈ d, generate a one-hot encoding B of
v as a length-|d| binary vector with all elements 0 except for the
one corresponding to v.
2. Perturb: Generate the perturbed encoding B ′ by flipping bits of
B according to the following probability distribution:
(
′

Pr[B [i] = 1] =

p if B[i] = 1
q if B[i] = 0
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3. Aggregate: After collecting n responses, generate the vector of
approximate counts A for each element of d as follows:
A[i] =

P

j

Bj′ [i] − nq
p−q

Theorem 9.1 (Privacy for Unary Encoding (Wang et al., 2017)). For
parameters p and q, the unary encoding approach satisfies ϵ-local differential privacy for:
 p(1 − q) 
ϵ = log
(1 − p)q
The unary encoding approach is similar to the solution of RAPPOR
(Erlingsson et al., 2014). The same authors formalize several more
complex techniques that yield improvements in accuracy (Wang et al.,
√
2017), but all of them result in O( n) error.
9.1.3

More Complex Queries

Due to the challenges of the model, the majority the work in local
differential privacy has focused on single queries or specific sets of
queries (like histograms).
Recent work has resulted in more general mechanisms for releasing
higher-dimensional results with local differential privacy. The CALM
technique (Zhang et al., 2018) releases differentially private marginals
in the local model; the HIO (Wang et al., 2019) approach extends this
idea to analytical queries over many attributes, and HDG (Yang et al.,
2020) further extends the approach to range queries.
To answer workloads of linear queries, a workload factorization
mechanism (McKenna et al., 2020) can be used. This approach extends
ideas from the matrix mechanism in the central model (described in
Section 4.2) to the local model, and is capable of generating optimized
mechanisms for answering specific workloads. The authors have shown
that existing mechanisms in the local model can be viewed as specific
strategies described using their workload factorization approach.
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The Shuffle Model

The shuffle model (Bittau et al., 2017; Erlingsson et al., 2019) is a
compromise between the local and central models that retains some of
the benefits of both. The shuffle model works by using several shufflers
to ensure anonymity of data owners before the data reaches the data
curator.
Anonymous communication channels (Chaum, 1981) enable a user
to remain unidentifiable from a set of other users (called the anonymity
set). Examples of such systems include Mixnets, which use proxies to
mix communications from various users. The key insight of the shuffle
model is that anonymous communication results in a kind of privacy
amplification (Kasiviswanathan et al., 2011; Balle et al., 2018).
In the shuffle model, data owners submit randomized data to a
shuffler (i.e. data owners add noise to their data before it leaves their
device—just as in local differential privacy). This randomization process
is similar to the encode and perturb steps in Section 9.1 for local model.
Once it has received data from at least n data owners, the shuffler
“anonymizes” the batch of n data records by removing identifying information and metadata and shuffling the records. Then, the shuffler
submits the entire batch of n records to the data curator. This process
makes it impossible for the data curator to link any single record to its
owner, except using the data contained in the record itself (i.e. it creates
an anonymous communication channel). The records will be aggregated
in a similar way as the aggregate step in Section 9.1 for local model.
Like local differential privacy, the shuffle model derives its privacy
guarantee by asking data owners themselves to add noise to their data.
However, the anonymous communication channel amplifies the resulting
privacy guarantee—so data owners can add less noise to their data
before submitting it. As first implemented in the Prochlo system (Bittau
et al., 2017; Erlingsson et al., 2019), the approach outlined above reduces
√
error from O( n) (in LDP) to O(log(n)).
Threat model. The shuffle model requires slightly different trust
assumptions than the local model. As in local differential privacy, the
data curator does not need to be trusted. However, the newly-introduced
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shuffler must be trusted—if the adversary corrupts the shuffler and
breaks the intended anonymity property, then no privacy amplification
is achieved by the shuffling process.
The need to trust the shuffler can be addressed in several ways. First,
multiple shufflers can be used, which effectively distributes trust among
them. To be sure of intercepting a target record, an adversary would
need to corrupt all of the shufflers. Second, other techniques for secure
computation can be used to ensure that shufflers are not corrupted; for
example, Prochlo implements the shuffling step using trusted hardware
to eliminate the need for a trusted shuffler.
Further reducing error. The shuffle model of differential privacy represents an active area of research. Recent work has clarified the limits of
the shuffle model and brought it closer to the central model in terms of
accuracy. For example, we now know that there are some mechanisms
in the central model that do not have shuffle-model analogues with
the same error. In particular, anonymous communication with a single
message per data owner cannot yield expected error less than O(N 1/6 )
(Balle et al., 2019). On the other hand, for some types of analysis, the
shuffle model produces the same error as the central model: with a
constant number of messages per data owner, it is possible to reduce
the error for real-valued DP summation in the shuffle model to O(1)
(Ghazi et al., 2020; Balle et al., 2020).
9.3

Leveraging Secure Computation

A third approach for reducing trust assumptions while maintaining the
low error of the central model is to employ techniques from cryptography
for secure computation. Specifically, homomorphic encryption (HE) and
secure multiparty computation (MPC) techniques can eliminate the
central model’s need for a trusted data curator (Dwork et al., 2006a;
Narayan and Haeberlen, 2012; Bater et al., 2017; Agarwal et al., 2018;
Roth et al., 2019). Generally speaking, these techniques allow a group
of participants to compute some function of shared data, revealing only
the function’s output—even in the absence of a trusted third party.
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Secure computation techniques are naturally complementary to
differential privacy. These techniques ensure that all parties learn only
the output of the computation (and nothing else), while differential
privacy bounds the information leakage of the output itself. Secure
computation controls who gets to learn each input and output (a security
property), while differential privacy controls what can be learned from
that output (a privacy property).
Combining the two allows us to simulate the trusted data curator
required in the central model, even if no trusted data curator is available.
Secure computation techniques therefore directly enable the use of lowerror central model mechanisms (i.e. O(1) error) while relaxing the trust
assumptions of the central model.
Example: DJoin. Consider a simple setting where two parties would
like to compute the intersection size of their data while preserving
differential privacy for both datasets. If each party does not trust each
other, how can we ensure a constant additive error as if they trust
each
other? It is well known that the lower bound for this query is
√
N , where N is the data size of each party (McGregor et al., 2010), if
we want to ensure the view of each party satisfies differential privacy.
However, if we assume both parties are computationally bounded, a
constant additive error can be achieved.
DJoin (Narayan and Haeberlen, 2012) offers a concrete protocol for
achieving differential privacy under this assumption. This protocol applies private set-intersection cardinality technique to privately compute
the noisy intersection set of the two datasets. First, party A defines a
polynomial over a finite field whose roots are the elements owned by
A. Party A then sends the homomorphic encryptions of the coefficients
to party B, along with its public key. Then the encrypted polynomial
is evaluated at each of Party B’s inputs, followed by a multiplication
with a fresh random number. The number of zeros in the results is the
true intersection size between A and B. To provide differential privacy,
party B adds a number of zeros (differentially-private noise of O(1)
independent of data size) to the results and sends the randomly permuted results back to party A. Party A decrypts the results and counts
the number of zeros. Party A also adds another copy of differentially
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private noise to the count and sends the result it back to party B. In
other words, both parties add noise to their inputs to achieve privacy.
However, the final protocol output has only an error of O(1), which is
the same as the corresponding central model approach.
Limitations & open problems. Using secure computation and encryption achieves the same error as the central model and prevents any party
from seeing the other party’s input in the clear. However, this requires an
additional assumption of all parties being computationally bounded in
the protocol. Hence, the type of differential privacy guarantee achieved
in DJoin is known as computational differential privacy (Mironov et al.,
2009). In addition, most of the existing protocols consider honest-butcurious adversaries who follow the protocol specification or consider
malicious adversaries with an additional overhead to enforce honest
behaviour i.e., verify that the computation was performed correctly.

10
Implementation Issues & Open Challenges

We conclude with a survey of issues specific to implementations of
differentially private algorithms, and a discussion of open challenges not
covered in earlier in earlier Chapters. Differential privacy has already
enjoyed significant success; many of the open challenges in differential
privacy are related to developing techniques for new kinds of data (e.g.
unstructured or streaming data), setting the privacy budget, communicating with non-experts about the privacy guarantee, and supporting
analysts in applying differentially private algorithms.
10.1

Privacy Definitions & Algorithm Design

The work we have covered in this book is largely focused on the setting of
tabular data stored in a database, in which each individual contributes
a single row of data. The definition of neighboring databases given
in Chapter 2 formalizes this notion, and that definition is common in
research on differential privacy.
The definition of differential privacy also applies in other contexts,
but each of these requires a new definition of neighboring databases.
Finding a good formal distance metric for databases can be surprisingly
challenging; the definition should reflect the informal notion that neigh206
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boring databases differ in one person’s data—which can be very difficult
to define formally. This section briefly summarizes the challenges associated with particular forms of data and some of the work that has
been done in these areas.
Multi-relational data. Chapter 7 describes the challenges of answering
queries over multi-relational databases with differential privacy. This
setting presents two major challenges: the high or unbounded sensitivity
of the queries involved, and the ability to express policies that constrain
the structure of the database itself. Most of the existing research has
focused on the first challenge; PrivateSQL (Kotsogiannis et al., 2019) is
the only approach we cover that addresses the second.
The question of which databases are neighbors is at the core of this
second challenge, and answering this question definitively remains a
serious challenge (as demonstrated by the example at the beginning
of Chapter 7). An incorrect answer to this question may result in
insufficient privacy protection, even though the formal privacy property
holds.
Growing Databases & Streaming Data. The vast majority of the
work in differential privacy for databases has assumed that the data is
fixed and does not change over time. In practice, however, databases do
change over time—often continuously. This presents both challenges and
opportunities for differential privacy, many of which remain unexplored.
The privacy parameter ϵ is often considered a global privacy “budget,” but in the growing database setting, a single global budget is a
pessimistic over-estimate of the privacy risk to some participants—in
particular, newly added data has never been queried, so its owners are
not subject to any privacy risk at all! Several approaches aim to take
advantage of this fact by tracking privacy budget with finer granularity
as data is added to the database (e.g. Ebadi et al., 2015; Cummings
et al., 2018). Such approaches may prove necessary to address the common concern that in practical deployments of differential privacy for
database queries, the privacy budget will be quickly exhausted.
Streaming data presents similar challenges to growing databases;
in addition, streaming data often involves multiple data contributions
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by a single user. A number of approaches have been developed for
releasing differentially private statistics about streaming data (e.g. Chan
et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2017). The definition of neighboring databases
(or neighboring streams, in this setting) is a key part of the problem
definition for this area. Many approaches consider a kind of slidingwindow for privacy: they assume that two neighboring streams will
differ only in a bounded number of events within a particular window,
and will be identical otherwise. Whether or not this kind of definition
provides sufficient privacy for streaming data in practice is an open
question. A stricter definition—for example, one in which neighboring
streams may differ arbitrarily in one individual’s contributions—tends
to result in statistics with too much noise to be usable.
Correlated Data. The implicit assumption of the “standard” definition
of neighboring databases is that rows are independent—knowing that
row A is present in the database does not imply new knowledge about
whether or not row B is present. Violating this assumption does not
“break” differential privacy—the mathematical property still holds, either
way—but it might result in surprising real-world outcomes (e.g. weaker
privacy protection than expected for row B above).
Addressing this situation requires modifying the definition of differential privacy to take correlations into account, and add extra noise when
correlations allow the adversary to make additional inferences about
the sensitive data. The Pufferfish framework (Kifer and Machanavajjhala, 2014) was designed specifically for building such modifications;
Pufferfish privacy allows for the specification of a set of data-generating
distributions (which may encode correlations in the data) and sets of
secrets that the privacy definition should protect. Pufferfish privacy
ensures that these secrets receive the desired level of privacy protection for every distribution of databases in the specified set (even when
correlated data is present).
Instances of Pufferfish privacy are challenging to construct and
reason about, because formal descriptions of both the set of secrets and
distributions over databases are less intuitive than the broad guarantee
provided by differential privacy. Domain-specific privacy definitions,
grounded in the Pufferfish framework, may offer a promising path
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towards addressing this challenge; such definitions can be specifically
designed to match the informal expectations of privacy for a particular
setting. This approach has been successfully applied to social networks
(Liu et al., 2016) and streaming data (Song et al., 2017).
10.2

System Implementation & Integration

The theory of differential privacy is being translated into practical
systems for its deployment at an accelerating rate, and this process has
uncovered a number of interesting challenges specific to the practical
implementation of differentially private mechanisms. We summarize
some of these challenges here, in addition to the ones mentioned in
Chapters 7, 8, and 9.
Floating-point arithmetic and random number generators. The
mathematical definitions of differential privacy mechanisms described
in this book assume that generating high-quality random samples from
a specific distribution is easy, and that arithmetic is exact—but in
actual implementations, neither assumption holds. In fact, the textbook
method for generating Laplace noise using standard floating-point arithmetic fails to satisfy differential privacy (Mironov, 2012). Solutions to
this problem have been developed and implemented in most popular
libraries for differential privacy. In addition, high-quality (cryptographic)
random number generators should ideally be used to generate the uniform randomness used in differentially private algorithms; for example,
Garfinkel and Leclerc (Garfinkel and Leclerc, 2020) sketch a potential attack against noise generated using the MT19937 pseudo-random
number generator (Python’s default).
Hyperparameters. Many differentially private algorithms (including
the ones described in this book) expose hyperparameters to the analyst,
and require these to be set properly in order to achieve good results.
However, analysts typically have no experience with these hyperparameters, and no idea how to set them—in fact, for some algorithms, good
settings are unknown. The idea of clipping, described in Section 6.5 and
used in many truncation-based algorithms, is a good example—if the
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clipping parameter is set too low, then accuracy suffers because of lost
data; if it is set too high, then accuracy suffers because more noise is
added than necessary.
As these algorithms are transferred into deployable systems for
differential privacy, free hyperparameters become a challenge. Many
recent algorithms include methods for setting hyperparameters automatically or adaptively; for example, the recent TSens algorithm (Tao
et al., 2020) is truncation-based, but uses the Sparse Vector Technique
(Chapter 2) to set the truncation parameter automatically. Eliminating
hyperparameters entirely is difficult. But as differential privacy gains
widespread use, approaches like this one are likely to become more
common, since they make algorithms much easier to use.
Privacy budgeting. Two open challenges in privacy budgeting for
differential privacy remain: how to set the privacy budget (discussed in
the next section) and how to remain below it. The latter challenge is
often a particular concern when deploying differentially private solutions,
since when the budget is used up, the data must be thrown away! Almost
by definition, then, the goal of differentially private algorithm design is
to answer more queries with less budget, and stretch the budget out.
Even with these techniques, however, it seems almost inevitable that
the privacy budget for a dataset will eventually be used up.
As a result, deployments of differential privacy have been primarily
focused on discrete releases of data—like the statistics released by the
US Census Bureau (Abowd, 2018). Systems designed for differentially
private analysis of data often use simplistic methods to account for the
budget used over time, and our lack of experience with these tools means
we do not yet know how best to set them up to ensure appropriate use
of the budget. Progress on the problem of privacy budgeting is therefore
likely to require close collaboration between algorithm designers, system
builders, and practitioners.
10.3

Social Considerations

This book primarily addresses the technical challenges of differential
privacy, and ignores the social impacts and considerations that go with
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it. These aspects deserve careful consideration, however, and many of
the open challenges in adopting differential privacy lie in understanding
the real-world implications of the privacy guarantee and explaining
those implications to non-experts. We briefly survey some of these
considerations in this section.
Understanding the privacy guarantee. As described in Chapter 1,
one way to interpret the guarantee of differential privacy is: if you
participate in a differentially private analysis of data, you will not
suffer any additional harm as a result. This interpretation is both a
strength and a challenge associated with differential privacy; it does
not require any understanding of the format of the underlying data or
correlations between data samples, but it remains challenging to explain
the role of the privacy parameter ϵ or the effect of correlations in the
data on the outcomes of differentially private analysis in practice.
In industrial deployments, differential privacy is often described
as “magical math” that protects privacy “better” than traditional
approaches. Progressing beyond this simple description, towards a real
understanding of the benefits and challenges of differential privacy
among the general public, remains a major challenge. Understanding
the nuances of the definition of differential privacy, and of the differences
between formal definitions (e.g. pure versus approximate differential
privacy), adds to this challenge; more complicated definitions (e.g.
Pufferfish privacy) further complicate the process.
Setting and communicating the privacy budget. Setting ϵ remains
a big challenge. Values between 0.1 and 1.0 are often considered reasonable (Dwork, 2011); because for ϵ ≫ 1, the probability of harm to
an individual increases quickly. It does seem clear that setting ϵ ≤ 1
is likely to do a good job protecting privacy in most settings, but it
remains unclear how much larger ϵ can be before practical harms occur.
For example, Apple’s differential privacy system has used values for ϵ
as high as 16 (Tang et al., 2017), but no practical privacy attack has
ever been demonstrated against the system.
The effect of the privacy parameter on real-world privacy outcomes
is still an open question, and no clear guidance exists on how to set
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the privacy parameter for a given use case. One approach is a kind
of “ϵ marketplace” (Dwork, 2011): data curators will compete to offer
the lowest ϵ for a given analysis task, and acceptable values of ϵ will
naturally fall over time to reach a minimum. Another approach is to
allow analysts to specify a desired level of accuracy, and automatically
set ϵ to the minimum possible value which yields the desired accuracy
(e.g. Hsu et al., 2014; Lee and Clifton, 2011). Frameworks like APEx
(Ge et al., 2019) have been developed to help analysts in this task.
Communicating the implication of a particular setting of ϵ poses
an additional challenge. The “meaning” of ϵ is similar to the “meaning”
of the security parameter in a cryptosystem—both are difficult to
interpret without deep technical knowledge of the underlying theory.
In cryptography, the solution is to ask experts to define “reasonable
defaults” for the rest of us to use; the analogous defaults (e.g. values
for ϵ) have yet to be developed in differential privacy.
Supporting analysts. Analysts are often not experts in differential
privacy, but the properties of differentially private algorithms can have
significant impact on the quality of the results they compute. Future
systems for differentially private analysis will need to support analysts in
making decisions about the privacy budget and other hyperparameters
(as described above), and also about which analyses are reasonable to
conduct and how the results should be interpreted (e.g. how to deal
with noisy results). Systems like PSI (Murtagh et al., 2018) and APEx
(Ge et al., 2019) hint at the future of support for analysts. Both provide
tools that help the analyst decide what queries to run, how to run them,
and how much of the privacy budget to allocate to each one.
Differential privacy and the law. In response to the rapid loss of
data privacy over the past decade, governments have begun developing
new privacy regulations (e.g. the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) in the European Union). These regulations recognize the importance of privacy and attempt to specify how it must be protected.
Where does differential privacy fit in the new world of regulated
privacy? Unfortunately, it depends on your interpretation of the law.
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Regulations like GDPR do not specifically require the use of differential
privacy, or any specific privacy definition—and perhaps they should
not, in case problems are found in the definition, or a better definition
is developed. However, differential privacy is increasingly viewed by
organizations as an important tool for complying with regulations
like GDPR, and regulators are increasingly aware of the drawbacks of
traditional approaches to privacy (Ohm, 2009). In the future, differential
privacy may play a larger role both in efforts to comply with existing
regulation and in influencing new regulation.
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